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Abstract
Metamaterials, Surface Waves, and Their Applications
Author: Wen-Chen Chen
Adviser: Willie J. Padilla, Professor of Physics
The eld of metamaterials (MMs) has garnered a great deal of attention ever
since the experimental demonstration of negative refractive indexes. Such an exotic
response stemmed from the engineering capability of MMs, as they can obtain almost
any optical responses at any given frequency by carefully structuring the geometries.
There are countless examples where MMs have posed promising results in tailoring
free space radiation. However, their usage beyond this common platform is far less
explored. For examples, surface electromagnetic waves, which oer great potentials
for future device applications, could be an intriguing place for the further development
of metamateirals.
In this dissertation, we study various MM congurations where the interplay be-
tween surface waves and metamaterials has a signicant impact on the device perfor-
mance. Firstly, Chapter 1 introduces some fundamental concepts of metamaterials
and surface electromagnetic waves, and outline the fabrication, experiments, and
characterization details. In Chapter 2, we investigate whether the eective optical
parameters of MMs have the exact physical meaning as those of natural substances.
Two types of MM resonators are studied, and we found the thickness of the host
matrix plays a crucial role in such a homogenization process. Next, we present a
computational and experimental study of MMs in conjunction with a novel giga-
hertz/terahertz transmission line, in Chapter 3. By optimizing the coupling between
the MMs and the signal, information can be encoded. Chapter 4 presents a study
of designing an extremely subwavelength magnetic MM. By maximizing the eec-
tive inductance and capacitance of the structure, the nal geometry obtains a strong
magnetic resonance with the size of merely 0/2000, where 0 is the resonant wave-
length. A novel time-domain spectroscopic method is also proposed to determine the
frequency-dependent permeability of the samples. In Chapter 5, we characterize two
hidden channels of MM perfect absorbers : scattering and generation of surface elec-
tromagnetic waves. In particular, we unveil lossy surface waves are generated during
the process resulting in an enhancement of angular absorbance. The study provides a
new insight to the working principle of MMAs. In Chapter 6, we investigate comple-
mentary MM structures that exhibit strong extraordinary optical transmission with
higher transmission eciency. We discover the origin of the fundamental mode is
irrelevant to the Bloch modes. Lastly, we summarize all achievements and give an
outlook in Chapter 7.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Surface electromagnetic waves (SEWs) are a special class of electromagnetic waves,
where the energy is conned and travels in the metal/dielectric interface without
radiation[1, 2]. They are commonly known as surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs)
occurring at the plasma frequency of metals, !p. SPPs have many distinct advantages,
i.e. guiding and conning electromagnetic energy beyond the diraction limit, and
are ideal for device applications. However, the benets always come with a tradeo as
the energy dissipates strongly inside the metal preventing the wave from propagating
for a long distance. In search of viable solutions, metamateirals (MMs) could be an
ideal alternative as their optical properties can be engineered in a control manner.
For examples, MMs obtain negative permeability in the optical regime to perform
so-called hyper/super-lensing[3, 4, 5], and access the full optical parameter space
to achieve more exotic responses, like cloaking[6, 7] or transformation optics[8, 9].
While MMs continue to show promising results in tailoring freespace light, their uses
on either waveguides or surface electromagnetic waves, on the other hand, are far
less explored. Moreover, surface waves could play a crucial role on aecting MM's
responses even when designing free-space components. In nature, generating SPPs are
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restricted since the host media need to satisfy some particular conditions - materials
in the interface need to have opposite signs of permittivity and suciently high loss.
These restrictions forbid the occurrence of SPPs at low frequencies - below than the
plasma frequency of metals or semiconductors. As a result, their contribution outside
of the optical regime is typically ignored. The conventional SPP treatments to the low
frequency, however, might not be suitable for the articial materials. This is because
most of MMs are resonant and their eective optical constants could vary from a
positive to a negative value by the operation frequency. A cause to the surrounding
optical environment satisfying the SPP requirements could happen, even at a `low'
frequency. Thus, one shall not overlook the impact of surface waves especially on
metamateiral systems.
In this dissertation, we provide several examples where the interplay between sur-
face waves and metamaterials could signicantly aect the overall spectral responses.
Furthermore, we utilize metamaterial resonators to eective control surface electro-
magnetic waves.
1.1 Metamaterials
Metamaterials are periodic structured patterns and composed of conductive metals
and a dielectric substrate. All dimensions of a unit cell are smaller than the operation
wavelength of 0 ( 0=10), so they can be operated in the quasi-static limit[10, 11].
In this fashion, incoming radiation cannot distinguish each individual component and
thus `see' an eective response from these composites. Figure 1.1 illustrates incoming
electric eld interacts with a one-dimensional metamaterial array. As can be seen,
the local E eld distribution over a single cell (a) varies slowly so the excitation can
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λ
Figure 1.1: A chain of metamaterial array work in the long wavelength limit l  a,
light is not sensitive to the microscopic detail, but to the overall response.
MMs can thus be treated as a homogenous medium.
be approximated as an uniform eld. Based on the eective medium approach, the
total scattering properties can then be described by the macroscopic qualities, such
as electrical permittivity () and magnetic permeability, both of which are governed
by constitutive relations of Maxwell's equations - see Equation 1.1.
~D =  ~E
~H = 1

~B
(1.1)
where ~D and ~E are the electric displacement and electric eld, ~H and ~B are the
auxiliary magnetic and magnetic eld, respectively.
Another salient feature of MMs is their properties are mainly controlled by their
geometry but less by the intrinsic properties of the materials. As Maxwell's equations
are scale invariance, the geometric eect at one frequency can be reproduced to the
other by simply scaling their dimensions accordingly. There are a large variety of
geometric resonators for various strategic advantages. Take 
-shape resonators[12]
as an example, a coupling between ~E and ~H eld can be initiated due to lack of
four-fold symmetry in the structure[13]. In this dissertation, we employ mainly the
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structures whose bianisotropic eect, at least to the rst order, is small. Two funda-
mental building blocks, magnetic and electric split-ring metamaterial resonators, will
be introduced since they are more relevant with the rest of the topics.
1.1.1 Magnetic metamaterials
Diamagnetic responses of naturally occurring materials are almost negligible at high
frequencies due to their inherently small magnetic dipole moments[10, 14]. To create
strong diamagnetism John Pendry proposed using an array of articial materials,
known as split ring resonators (SRRs), and theoretically modeled their responses
based on an eective medium approach[10]. The frequency-dependent permeability
of SRRs can be expressed in a form of Lorentzian resonators.
~r(!) = 1 +
F!2
!20   !2   i!
(1.2)
where F is the lling fraction, !0 is the resonance frequency,  is the loss in the
resonating SRR.
Figure 1.2 shows a type of split ring resonators (SRRs), where magnetic eld
of the incoming radiation needs to polarize along the y axis to excite the magnetic
mode. We choose THz SRR with a lattice constant (a) of 50 m for illustration. The
simulated reection (S11) and transmission (S21) can be seen in Fig. 1.2 (d). There
is a transmission dip at 0.83THz in S21, otherwise the spectrum is featureless. The
current, electric, and magnetic eld distributions of the resonant SRRs are shown in
Fig. 1.2 (b) and the left and right panels of (c), respectively. In Fig. 1.2 (b) the
oscillating currents for the inner and outer loops are both circulating counterclockwise
resulting in a net magnet dipole moment pointing along the y axis, as evident is the
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Figure 1.2: (a) A double split ring resonator (DSRR). (b) Current , (c) E (left) and H
eld (right) distribution of the DSRR at the resonance. (d) The simulated
reection and transmission for the DSRR with a = 50 m. (c) The
eective magnetic permeability of the DSRR.
~H eld for both loops are in phase. In contrast, electric eld along x axis in two
capacitive gaps are out-of-phase indicating that there is zero electric dipole moment
inside the unit cell (for the rst order approximation). Optical constant retrieval
procedure is then performed using Eq. 1.3 (We detail the formalism in Chapter 1.3.2).
The extracted permeability shows a strong resonance at around 0.8THz occurring with
the eld analysis, see Fig. 1.2 (e).
To understand the resonant behaviors of the metamateirals[15], one can also em-
ploy the transmission line approach. For examples, SRRs can be described conceptu-
ally as an LC circuit[16], where L is the inductance associating with the length of the
metallic loops and enclosed area by the ring, and C is the capacitance dictating how
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strong the capacitive coupling between these splitting gaps. The resonant frequency
can be described as !0 =
1
LC
, and we later use this concept to construct a record-
breaking subwavelength magnetic particles by maximizing L and C simultaneously,
see Chapter 3 for the details.
1.1.2 Electric metamaterials
The properties of electric split ring resonators (ERRs) are in full analogy to those of
SRRs except they are designated to be electrical[17, 18]. As a point of illustration, we
choose a ERR which has two capacitive gaps laid in an opposite direction, see Fig. 1.3
(a). The fundamental resonance can be excited when incoming radiation has electric
eld polarized along x axis. The transmission (blue curves) and reection spectra
(red curves) can be seen in Fig. 1.3 (d). Similar to the spectrum of the SRRs, there
is a prominent transmission dip happening in 1.1 THz, although the bandwidth is
wider. Figure 1.3 (b) shows that the current of each loop ows in an opposite direction
leading to a cancelation of total magnetic excitation - this phenomenon can also be
observed from the magnetic eld plot in the right panel of Fig. 1.3 (c). Electric eld
between two capacitive gaps, on the other hand, are in phase so that the electric dipole
moment is non-zero. This concurs with the extracted relative electric permittivity in
see Fig. 1.3 (e) evidencing that a strong Lorentzian-like electric resonance occurs at
1.1 THz.
1.2 Surface Electromagnetic Waves
As mentioned earlier, surface waves can travel along the interface between two dif-
ferent media without radiation[1, 2]. This implies that the eld strength decays
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Figure 1.3: (a) A schematic drawing of a electric split ring resonator (ERR). (b)
Current , (c) E (left) and H eld (right) distribution of the ERR at the
resonance. (d) The simulated reection and transmission for the ERR
with a = 50 m. (c) The eective electric permittivity of the ERR.
exponentially on either side of the surface as the distance increases. This particular
phenomenon can only occur when the optical constants of the host media, either
 or , possess an opposite sign with each other. Because of lack of diamagnetic
materials in nature, there is no known magnetic plasmon until the birth of metama-
terials. Another constraint for generating SEWs is the loss inside the metal needs
to be suciently large. For the cases where the conductivity of the metal is high,
electromagnetic waves cannot penetrate inside resulting in a weak coupling between
SEWs and the metal. Electromagnetic energy stays unbounded in the interface and
soon begins to leak. These leave the natural SPP waves to occur only at around !p,
and makes their superior properties not available to other frequency ranges. As the
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eld of plasmonics poses more and more advantages, it is very desirable to extent this
eect to other ranges. In 2004, John Pendry et al. theoretically proposed that by
structuring periodic hole arrays electrons can spoof the plasmon behaviors and couple
with light even when the metal is perfectly conducting - known as spoof or designer
surface plasmons. A year later, Alastair P. Hibbins et al. [19] followed the concept
and were successfully veried the existence of spoof SPPs in experiments. The break-
through opens vast opportunities for both metamaterials and plasmonics. In Chapter
5, we show that these spoof plasmons can be tuned not only by the periodicity but
also by the geometry.
1.3 Design and Fabrication
1.3.1 Computational Study
3D full wave electromagnetic simulators are performed before fabrication and char-
acterization of the samples. The numerical methods are in essence solving Maxwell's
equations for a specied optical environment. The space in the simulators is rst di-
vided into small grids and the solution at each point is calculated based on the given
boundary conditions. For the regions where materials are present, light-material
interaction can be modeled providing their frequency-dependent optical parameters
such as conductivity, electrical permittivity, and magnetic permeability. There are
dierent mathematical approaches, such as nite dierence, nite elements methods,
combination of both, and so on, each of which oers their own strategic advantages
over dierent problems[20, 21]. In addition, these solvers can handle with Maxwell's
equations in either the time or the frequency domain. The time domain method allows
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the simulators to numerically calculate the scattering parameters over a large band-
width in a computationally ecient manner. As for the frequency-domain method, it
improves accuracy relatively to the time-domain solver by generating a more complex
meshing.
1.3.2 Extraction of Eective Optical Parameters
However, numerical approaching is not always time-ecient when the structures are
complicated, not to mention one needs to further optimize the responses of those.
It is desired to gain deeper physical insights when tackling such problems. Thanks
to the electrical small size of MMs, their optical properties can be described by a
set of eective parameters,  and , without examining all microscopic details. The
optical constant retrieval process is based on the transfer-matrix formalism, where the
complex reection (r) and transmission coecients (t) are related to  and  when
MMs have a well-dened thickness of (d)[22, 23]:
t =
1
cos(nkd)  i
2
(Zr + Z 1r ) sin(nkd)
r =  
i
2
(Zr   Z 1r ) sin(nkd)
cos(nkd)  i
2
(Zr + Z 1r ) sin(nkd)
where k is the wavenumber of the incident wave and n is the eective refractive index
of MMs, Zr is relative wave impedance. n and Zr can be used to obtain both  and
, see details in Chapter 2.
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1.3.3 Fabrication
As for sample preparation, two dimensional lithographic techniques, such as photo-,
ebeam- as well as printed-circuit-broad (PCB) lithography, are chosen depending on
cost eciency and fabrication tolerance. Since the working principle behind these
methods is the same, we hence only illustrate the commonly used one among the
three, the ultra-violent (UV) photolithography. To begin with, a thin layer of UV-
sensitive photoresist ( 1:2m) is spin coated on top of the sample wafer. In the
next step, the wafer is illuminated with high power UV light through the quartz/Cr
photomask. For the regions under illumination, the photo-resist undergoes chemical
reaction and can then be removed by the developer. Metal deposition is proceeded on
the photoresist mask on the host substrate. Copper/Au are among popular choices
of microwave and terahertz applications since they both provide good conductivity.
Following the lift-o procedure, sample fabrication is done.
1.4 Characterization
Spectroscopic measurements are performed in order to determine optical properties
of the samples. We outline two of main experimental techniques for the sample
characterization in the following sections: terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-
TDS) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR).
1.4.1 Terahertz Time-domain Spectroscopy
Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) measures both real and imaginary
portions of optical responses so that the dynamics within ultrafast materials can be
resolved [24, 25]. A typical system covers a range from 0.1 to 1 THz with up to 1
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Figure 1.4: A schematic of the THz time domain system that was setup for the study
of the single layer THz metamaterial discussed in Ch. 2 where we studied
under what condition these artical composites can have bulk-like optical
parameters at the operation frequency.
GHz resolution and the bandwidth can further increase when the water is removed
from the environment. The schematic drawing of a standard THz-TDS system based
on photoconductive antennas (PCAs) is shown in Fig. 1.4. A 532 nm wavelength 4.5
W neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) laser beam is used to pump
the titanium sapphire (Ti-sapphire) laser that generates an ultra-short pulse with the
bandwidth of 100 nm and the center of spectrum at around 800 nm wavelength ( 100
fs in duration), at a repetition rate of 85 MHz. The broadband radiation is then
split into two separate beam paths; one excites photo-induced charge carriers in an
emitter and another in a detector. As shown in the Fig. 1.4, the beam at the detector
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Figure 1.5: THz data collected by THz-TDS system with an open aperture reference.
(a) The time domain waveform (b) The resulting spectrum calculated by
taking the Fourier transform of the data shown in (a).
side goes through a controllable translation stage, where sub-picosecond time delay
between these two routes can be introduced. Emission of terahertz radiation can be
achieved by biasing photo-induced charge carriers in PCAs. As for the detection, the
working principle is the same as the emission but in a reverse process. By scanning
through the delay line a measure of the electric eld as a function of time can be
accomplished. Figure 1.5 shows a THz transient wave form collected by our THz-
TDS system in the air. (a) The resulting spectrum calculated by taking the Fourier
transform of the data shown in (a) after zero padding.
The detecting and emitting PCAs are dipole antennas with a gap of 10 m on
low-temperate grown (LT) GaAs substrates (Band gap of 1.42 eV = 874 nm), optical
induced carriers of which have extremely short carrier lifetime. Other semiconduc-
tors, such as Er:GaAs nanoislands, or ion-implanted silicon-on-sapphire (SOS)[26], are
also among the popular choices of PCA materials because of their superior electrical
properties. Detecting currents in PCAs can be described as
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I(t) 
Z t
 1
(t)E(t  )d (1.3)
where (t) is the time dependent conductivity relating the free carriers optically
excited in the substrate. The nal signal is converted via a combination of a current-
to-voltage preamplier (with a gain of 109 (V/A)) and a lock-in amplier. An example
of the measured time waveform is shown in Fig. 1.5 (a). Figure 1.5 (b) demonstrates
the Fourier transform of the time signal in (a) to obtain the frequency dependent
complex electric eld spectrum, and the spectral resolution is inversely proportional
to the length of the temporal data.
1.4.2 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
An alternative method to characterize spectral transmittance/reectance of materials
is using a commercial Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR): Bruker Vertex
80 V, see Fig. 1.6. The spectrometry is based on concept of Michelson interferom-
eter, where the inteferogram is obtained by modulating the dierence between two
beam paths[27, 28]. This instrument allows spectral measurements from 5 cm 1 to
50,000 cm 1 (free space wavelength of  2 mm to 200 nm), with a spectral resolution
of 0.2 cm 1(6 GHz) or better. This extremely large working range is accomplished
by combining several sub detection bands. Each sub detection band is established
when combining the source, the lter, and the detector. Take THz experiments as an
example, the spectrum cover up to almost 3.5 THz when a mercury (Hg) arc lamp,
thin mylar beamsplitters (6m to 125m), and the liquid helium cooled Si bolometer
made by Infrared Laboratories are used. Figure 1.7 represents a measured interfer-
ogram of an open aperture collected by the FTIR with the conguration described
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Figure 1.6: A schematic of the commercially available Fourier transform infrared
spectrometer (FTIR). On the righthand side, a Hyperion 2000 FTIR mi-
croscopy is integrated into the main system providing a small beam spot
size of 50  50 m2 for characterizing nano-fabricated samples.
above. Similar to TDS system, Fourier transform of the interferogram for either the
sample or reference to extract the wavelength dependent intensity spectrum shown in
Fig. 1.7 (b). By dividing the sample measurement with the reference, the transmit-
tance/reectance can be obtained. In addition, our system are also integrated with
a beam condenser : Hyperion microscope which allows precise measurement of the
sample area down to the sizes of 100 m2.
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Figure 1.7: THz data referenced to an open channel collected by FTIR. (a) The in-
terferogram plots the measured intensity as a function of mirror step
position. (b) The frequency-dependent energy spectrum by Fourier trans-
forming the interferogram shown in (a).
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Chapter 2
Single Layer Terahertz Metamaterials with Bulk
Optical Constants
2.1 Introduction
Since the theoretical prediction [29] and experimental verication of [30, 31, 32] a neg-
ative refractive index, the eld of electromagnetic metamaterials has experienced enor-
mous growth. The unique properties of metamaterials create possibilities for novel
applications dicult to achieve with naturally occurring materials - cloaking [17, 8, 9]
and superlensing [3, 5, 33] being two prime examples. Although the aforementioned
cases largely motivate metamaterials research, arguably the real power of metamateri-
als stems from their ability to construct materials with a specic electric and magnetic
response. In practice this is achieved via two dierent metamaterial unit cells able
to independently control the two parameters which govern light-matter interactions
in Maxwell's equations - the electric permittivity (), and the magnetic permeability
().
The ability to assign optical constants (; ) to materials greatly facilitates the
description of the interaction of electromagnetic waves and matter. However this
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description is only possible when the wavelength () is much greater than the element
size (w), and distances between them (a), i.e.  a > w [34]. Compliance with these
`sub-wavelength' requirements ensures that electric and magnetic elds vary slowly
over the individual elements and therefore experiences an averaged response. The
particular microscopic details may thus be ignored and the electromagnetic response
may be described as that being due to the optical constants of a homogeneous material
in the so called \eective medium regime" [35].
However the optical constants are intimately connected to the density of electric
and magnetic dipoles within a material. For example the denition of the electrical
permittivity is  = 0(1+e) = 0r, where r is relative permittivity and the electric
susceptibility e describes the relation between the electric eld (E) and the polar-
ization (P ), which is equal to the number of electric dipoles per unit volume, i.e.
P = p=V = 0eE, where p is the number of electric dipoles, V is the volume, and
E is the electric eld. A similar denition exists between the magnetic permeability
 = 0(1+m) = 0r and the magnetization (M), that isM = m=V = mH, where
r is relative permeability, m is the number of magnetic dipoles, m is magnetic sus-
ceptibility, and H is the magnetic eld. Metamaterials, on the other hand, obtain
their electromagnetic response from a combination of their geometry and p and m.
That is, metamaterial unit cells are well described as eective electric or magnetic
dipoles and the true number of dipoles due to the constituent materials is, to rst
order, not relevant, so long as metamaterials are fashioned from highly conductive
structures, and operated below the plasma frequency of the metal. Since it is the
metamaterial unit cell that is the eective fundamental dipole one may, by extension,
assume that metamaterials should be volumetric in order to appropriately describe
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their electromagnetic response by eective optical constants.
Metamaterials which extend signicantly in three spatial directions are easily fab-
ricated for operation at relatively low RF and microwave frequencies. These may
be constructed using printed circuit board techniques thus permitting the assembly
of bulk metamaterials. However at terahertz and higher frequencies it is typical to
construct metamaterials consisting of a single layer on top of a substrate, owing to
the relatively more complicated fabrication processes required - photo, electron beam,
and/or focused ion beam lithography. Thus caution must be used when describing
the optical constants of metamaterials at THz and higher frequencies as these struc-
tures do not signicantly extend in a third dimension. As such, one must question
the assignment of optical constants to all metamaterials which consist of a single or
even of several layers.
There have been several works exploring the optical constants of single layer meta-
materials [36, 37, 38, 39, 40], some of which term these structures \metasurfaces"
[41, 42, 43]. Most works focus on obtaining  and  analytically and/or numerically,
usually by direct inversion of the transfer matrix equations. Regardless of whether a
metamaterial consists of a single or multiple layers, the transfer matrix method per-
mits electromagnetic scattering of a medium of thickness d to be described as [44, 23],
t =
1
cos(nkd)  i
2
(Zr + Z 1r ) sin(nkd)
(2.1)
r =  
i
2
(Zr   Z 1r ) sin(nkd)
cos(nkd)  i
2
(Zr + Z 1r ) sin(nkd)
(2.2)
where t is the transmission coecient, r is the reection coecient, n is the index of
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refraction, Zr is the relative impedance, and k is the wavevector. The refractive index
is dened as n = c=v and the impedance as Z = ZrZ0 = E=H, where c is the speed
of light in vacuo, v is the velocity of light within the medium, Z is the impedance,
Z0 is the wave impedance of free space, E is the electric eld, and H is the magnetic
eld. However in eective medium theory a connection may be made between the
optical constants and the index of refraction and relative impedance, i.e. n =
p
rr
and Zr =
p
r=r. Equations (4.1) may be inverted to yield explicit equations for
the index of refraction and the impedance. We may then also connect these directly
to the optical constants, i.e.
n =
1
kd
arccos[
1
2t
(1  (r2   t2))] = prr (2.3)
Zr =
s
(1 + r)2   t2
(1  r)2   t2 =
r
r
r
(2.4)
An outstanding question in metamaterials research is under what conditions the
right side of Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4 are valid [45]. In this paper we investigate the cases
under which single layer metamaterials may be described by the optical constants,
thus satisfying Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4. Two dierent structures are studied, each with two
dierent layer thicknesses, in order to demonstrate various prototypical results. A
series of simulations and experiments are performed in order to clarify the dependence
of the optical constants on metamaterial layer thickness.
2.2 Design and Fabrication
We present two electric split ring resonator structures [46, 47, 48, 49] in single and
multilayer congurations, which we term ERR1 and ERR2, see Fig. 2.1. For both
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structures, the in-plane size of the unit cell is 50m50m, and both the width and
height of the metamaterial is 36m, with a line width of 4m. The capacitive gaps,
found in the middle of the ERR2 structure and on the sides of the ERR1 structure, are
4m. The metallic metamaterial layer is a 150nm thick layer of gold and is embedded
(centered) within the substrate material, polyimide, giving a total unit cell thickness
of either 50m or 15m , see Fig. 2.1. We term these two congurations as Type 50,
and Type 15 based on their unit cell thickness. Each of these individual metamaterial
unit cells (ERR1 and ERR2) of both substrate thicknesses (Type 50 and Type 15)
are then stacked and we study n=1,2,3, and 4 layers of both structures and both
types. Thus a total of sixteen dierent metamaterial samples are computationally
and experimentally investigated.
Samples were fabricated with the dimensions shown in Fig. 2.1 (a) and (b) for
ERR1 and ERR2, respectively. The structures were fabricated on layer-by-layer lms
of polyimide (PI-5878G HD Microsystems TM). Substrate thicknesses between ad-
jacent metallic gold layers are chosen as mentioned above. Here we take the 50m
ERR1 as an example to demonstrate the fabrication process. First a 25m layer of
polyimide was spin coated on a silicon substrate and cured at 275oC in an N2 envi-
ronment for 5 hours. Then the 150nm thick gold metamaterial was fabricated and
patterned using optical lithography and lift-o techniques. For better pattern trans-
fer, vacuum contact mode was used during the exposure process.. Substrate thickness
is accurate to 1m. For samples with more than one layer, a second metamaterial
layer was patterned in the same manner as the rst. Alignment between the two
layers was performed with a mask aligner which has an accuracy of 0.5m. Addi-
tional layers of 50m polyimide and 150nm gold can be coated and patterned in the
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Figure 2.1: Geometry and dimensions of (a) ERR1 and (b) ERR2. Polarization of
the incident electromagnetic radiation is shown in (a) for both ERR1 and
ERR2. A schematic detailing the stacking of multiple layers is shown
in (c), along with the the incident polarization specied. Microscopic
photographs of the fabricated samples are shown in (d).
same way. For the last layer, a 25m thick layer of polyimide was coated on top. In
the nal step, the entire multilayer sample, encapsulated in polyimide, was peeled o
the silicon substrate, thus yielding a free-standing metamaterial multilayer structure
embedded within the host dielectric material [50].
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Figure 2.2: Dependence of the resonant frequencies of ERR1 (blue symbols) and
ERR2 (red symbols) (single layer structures) on the embedding substrate
thickness.
2.3 Simulation and Experiments
The structures were simulated with a commercial nite time domain solver, CST Mi-
crowave Studio. The metamaterial itself was modeled as lossy gold with a conductivity
of 0 = 4:56  107 (S/m). The embedding dielectric had a frequency independent
lossy dielectric of e = 2:89+ 0:08i. ERR1 and ERR2 are designed to have resonances
at 0.76 THz and 1.07 THz, respectively. In Fig. 2.2 we show the dependence of the
metamaterial resonance frequency, (for a single layer), on layer thickness (d) in the
propagation direction, i.e. in the direction of k (see Fig. 2.1). In all cases, the meta-
material lies in the center of the dielectric layer. Dashed vertical lines at two dierent
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Figure 2.3: Experimental and simulated transmission coecient for Type 50 meta-
materials. ERR1 is shown in (a) and (c) and ERR2 in (b) and (d).
thicknesses show that, for both structures, the resonance frequency is continuing to
change as a function of layer thickness for 15m, but is saturated for 50m. We
simulated all sixteen metamaterial samples and performed extraction of the optical
constants for each using Eq. (4.2). For the four layer metamaterial structure, with
each layer being 50m, the total thickness of the lm is 200m. With a resonance fre-
quency for ERR1 (ERR2) of !1=0.76THz (!2=1.07THz), the corresponding resonant
wavelength of 1=395 (2=280) m is comparable to its thickness.
Fabricated samples were experimentally characterized using terahertz time-domain
spectroscopy (THz-TDS), which permits amplitude and phase measurements of the
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transmitted electric eld. A reference measurement was also characterized, (open
channel), thus permitting determination of absolute transmission coecient. Experi-
mental data for all samples and reference measurements was collected over 25ps. The
complex transmission coecient permitted us to calculate the frequency dependent
dielectric function through inversion of the Fresnel equations. Etalons resulting from
multiple reections within the metamaterial were incorporated into the extraction
algorithm [51, 52].
2.4 Results
The transmitted electric eld for each metamaterial ERR1 and ERR2 is shown in
Fig. 2.3 (a) and (b) for a polyimide layer thickness of 50m. We take the single layer
ERR1 sample (black curve Fig. 2.3 (a)) as a point of discussion, which yields 90%
transmission at 200GHz and at a frequency of 1.2 THz is about 80% transmissive.
A minimum of 40% is observed at about 0.75 THz and the curve is otherwise fea-
tureless. Transmission for the other Type 50 ERR1 samples also each show minima
near 0.75THz with values of 12%, 5%, and 0.1% for n=2,3, and 4 layers, respectively.
Notice that, unlike the n=1 thick ERR1 transmission, other samples show oscillatory
behavior beyond just the minimum near 0.75THz. For example the n=2 thick ERR1
sample (red curve), shows a local minimum of 72% at 450 GHz and a local maximum
of 80% at 675 GHz. This local maximum seems to shift lower for an increase in the
number of layers, i.e. 500GHz for n=3 and 425GHz for n=4 layers. This trend is also
observed for the ERR2 metamaterial.
ERR1 with a 15m thick substrate (Type 15), on the other hand, yields a trans-
mission which does not seem to follow the same trend. For example the n=1 layer
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Figure 2.4: Experimental and simulated transmission coecient for Type 15 meta-
materials. ERR1 is shown in (a) and (c) and ERR2 in (b) and (d).
shown in Fig. 2.4 (a) shows a transmission minimum near 0.8 THz followed by max-
imum of 83% at 1.0 THz. The n=2 and n=3 layers are not so dierent with the
maximum moving non-monotonically to 0.95 and 0.98 THz. In the n=4 sample a lo-
cal minimum and maximum of 60% and 62% appear at 0.45 and 0.6THz, respectively.
The 15m thick ERR2 sample has roughly the same transmissive behavior.
In Fig. 2.3 (c) and (d) the simulated transmissions are shown for 50m-thick
ERR1 and ERR2, respectively. We achieve good agreement between simulated and
experimental transmission, i.e. characteristic frequency dependent features discussed
above for the experimental results are all observed in the simulated transmission.
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Although the value of transmission maxima in the experimental and computational
curves is similar, there is discrepancy in the minima. For example the simulated
minimum for n=1 layer thick ERR1 sample (black curve) shown in Fig. 2.3 (c) is
25% compared to a value of 40% for the experimental curve (black curve in Fig. 2.3
(a)). A similar disagreement is found for all transmission data presented in Fig. 2.4.
The refractive index and the impedance of each conguration can be determined
from the amplitude and phase of the transmitted electric eld, see Eq. 4.1. For
the electric metamaterials studied here, the structure is composed of two combined
split ring resonators with identical sizes facing either inward or outward within a
single unit cell. Magnetic coupling is thus forbidden by symmetry and the electric
response dominates [17, 18]. We thus take the relative permeability r = 1 for each
conguration such that the dielectric function can be obtained from Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4.
Despite the periodic nature of multilayer samples, we take their total thickness to
account for the relative dierence in phase, (compared to a reference pulse), e.g. the
phase change for a n=2 type 50 sample is calculated over 100 m. The experimentally
determined dielectric function for metamaterial samples with 50m layer thickness
are presented in Fig. 2.5 (a) and (b). The permittivity for ERR1 and ERR2 shows
Lorentz like oscillators centered at !1=0.75 THz and !2=1.05 THz, respectively. As
can be observed, there is little change in the permittivity for each sample for all layer
thicknesses. There is, however, a discrepancy between the n=1 metamaterial and
others for both ERR1 and ERR2.
Fig. 2.5 shows the simulated results for ERR1 (c) and ERR2 (d) with a substrate
thickness of 50m. Four dierent simulations are presented for each metamaterial,
where the black, red, green, and blue curves are for n=1,2,3, and 4 layers thick,
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Figure 2.5: Experimentally determined dielectric function for Type 50 metamaterials
for ERR1 (a) and ERR2 (b). Simulated dielectric function for Type 50
results for ERR1 are shown in (c) and ERR2 in (d).
respectively, in the propagation direction. As can be observed, the extracted dielectric
function for all metamaterial single and multiple layer structures are identical, with
no change in oscillator strength or cental frequency location.
In order to elucidate the nature of the above results, we also simulated and char-
acterized the dielectric function for both ERR1 and ERR2 for a dierent substrate
embedding thickness of 15m (Type 15). Figure 2.6 presents results of this investiga-
tion where (a) and (b) shows the frequency dependent permittivity for both metama-
terials and (c) and (d) show the corresponding simulations. It can be observed that
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Figure 2.6: Experimentally determined dielectric function for Type 15 metamaterials
for ERR1 (a) and ERR2 (b). Simulated dielectric function for Type 15
results for ERR1 are shown in (c) and ERR2 in (d).
the permittivity is seen to change for an increasing number of layers, from one to four
(black, red, green, and blue curves). Specically, for both ERR1 and ERR2, the res-
onance frequency red-shifts and the maximum peak amplitude decreases for multiple
layers. Small variations in peak amplitude and peak position for each conguration
are observed.
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2.5 Discussion
It is evident that the optical constants, displayed in Figs. 2.5 and 2.6, for Type 50
and Type 15 samples behave dierently, although they are comprised of the exact
same metamaterial geometry (for both ERR1 and ERR2). As shown in Fig. 2.2, the
resonant frequency of these metamaterials continually shifts to lower frequencies as a
function of layers thickness, until nally asymptoting around 50m. For the 50m-
thick samples, the saturated resonance indicates that the substrate is of sucient
thickness and dielectric constant such that there is negligible interaction between
adjacent metamaterial layers. This shows that the electromagnetic response within a
unit cell can be treated as a homogenous response, i.e. in the eective medium limit,
and is independent of the number of layers. Thus in the Type 50 case, we may dene
a set of optical parameters for the single layer metamaterial which is equivalent to a
bulk response.
In contrast the 15m-thick samples yield signicant interaction between adjacent
unit cells, owing to the relatively thin substrate and dielectric value. When stacking
multiple cells, the range of the layer-to-layer coupling exceeds the unit cell thickness
and neighboring unit cells interact. Unlike the previous case, it would not be correct
to describe a single layer 15m thick sample by a set of optical constants, as (!)
depends upon the number of layers. In our studies the response seems to saturate
above six layers, (not shown), for the Type 15 metamaterials.
Our computational investigations suggest that metamaterials consisting of only a
single layer may or may not be describable by the optical constants  and . This
depends on some key parameters, namely the embedding dielectric thickness, the
complex dielectric constant of the embedding dielectric, the lling fraction, and the
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particular type of metamaterial geometry, i.e. the symmetry point group and its
relation to incident radiation [53]. A non-changing, layer independent, permittivity
in the 50m thick samples (Type 50) versus a gradually red-shifting permittivity in
the 15m thick samples (Type 15) is observed. Although this is clear in simulation it
is apparent that there is some discrepancy for experimental measurements of single
layer structures, both for Type 50 and Type 15 metamaterials. All experimental
and simulated transmittance data (Fig. 2.3) match well, but the experimentally
determined permittivities between the two cases (Type 50 and Type 15) is not as
prominent as expected. This discrepancy can be attributed to the relatively weak
mechanical strength of polyimide single layer lms.
A thin polyimide lm, although well characterized by optical constants [50], is
highly exible, mechanically weak and not self supporting. In the single layer case
the as measured lms surface is slightly modulated resulting in undesirable eects. We
nd that surface wrinkling leads to a non-uniform lattice parameter which presents it-
self as inhomogeneous broadening and thus a reduction in oscillator strength, (black
curves in Fig. 2.5 (a) and (b)). In transmission this results in a lower absorptive
feature and thus higher transmission. For example it can be observed that the dis-
agreement between experimental and simulated transmission T=Texp-Tsim (Fig.
2.3 and 2.4) is worse for single layer metamaterials but gradually improves with more
layers. If we take the minimum in transmission as our point of evaluation we nd
T=18% for single layer Type 50 lms. With the addition of more metamaterial
layers an increase in mechanical strength is achieved and signicantly less surface
uctuations were observed in the measurements of multilayer congurations for both
15m and 50m structures. Indeed T diminishes for n=2,3,4 layers and is 10%, 6%
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and 1%, respectively.
Simulated results shown for the Type 15 structures indicate that a signicant red-
shifting of the dielectric function occurs, due to interlayer coupling. As a result the
optical constants of the 15m thick metamaterial samples depend on the number of
layers. Type 15 metamaterials achieve a more complicated and undesirable response
compared to Type 50 (50m thick) metamaterials. Although this may often be an
unplanned interaction, this eect has been utilized in some cases to achieve unit
cells with both electric and magnetic response [46, 54, 55, 56, 57]. Other examples
include electromagnetic inducted transparency [58] and energy level hybridization
[59, 58, 60]. It should be stressed that in order to dene optical constants for a single
layer metamaterial, any interactions that may occur due to the addition of other
materials in proximity to the surface should be minimized.
As the optical constants of the Type 50 single layer metamaterials explored here
are equivalent to bulk, we may calculate the number of electric dipoles involved in the
electric responses shown here. Lorentz oscillators are t to the simulated data, shown
in Figs. 2.5 and 2.6, and described by,
r(!) = 1 +
!2p
!20 + !
2   i! (2.5)
where !0 is the center frequency of the oscillator, 1 is the dielectric constant at
frequencies much greater than !0,  is the damping, and !
2
p is the square of the
plasma frequency given by,
!2p =
ne2
0m
: (2.6)
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where n is the number density (number of charges per unit volume n = N=V ) involved
in the oscillation, e is the charge of an electron, and m is the mass of an electron.
We may also connect the number of charges (N) involved in the metamaterial
resonance to the electric dipole p from assuming a form for the electric dipole moment
of,
p =  Ned: (2.7)
where d is the metamaterial gap of 4m. Table 1 lists the parameters of Lorentzian
ts to the dielectric functions of Type 50 ERR1 and ERR2, including the calculated
number of charges N determined from Eqs. 2.5 { 2.7 and using a volume of V=L3
where L=50m for Type 50 metamaterials.
Type 50 ERR1 ERR2
!p
2
(THz) 0.69 0.82
!0
2
(THz) 0.75 1.04

2
(THz) 0.054 0.097
1 3.62 3.86
n (#/m3) 7.40108 1.05109
p (Cm) 4.7410 16 6.6910 16
Table 2.1: Parameters of Lorentz oscillator ts to simulated Type 50 metamaterials.
As a general prescription for use of the optical constants for single layer meta-
materials one may proceed as follows. First systematically explore the scattering
parameters, (or eective dielectric properties - e.g. resonance frequency), of single
layer metamaterials as a function of embedding dielectric thickness. Once this pa-
rameter asymptotes to a steady state solution one can be sure the elds (electric and
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magnetic) have diminished to the point that any material placed at the metamate-
rial boundary will not aect its electromagnetic properties. Thus all the microscopic
details of the single layer metamaterial may be ignored and considered to be truly
homogenized and well described by the optical constants.
2.6 Conclusion
We have computationally and experimentally explored the conditions under which
single layer metamaterials may be described by bulk optical constants. Two types
of electric metamaterials were explored, both with two dierent sizes of embedding
dielectric. The Type 50 conguration was a cubic unit cell with a lattice parameter of
50m, and the Type 15 conguration was a tetragonal unit cell, with dimensions 50
 50  15 m3. The tetragonal metamaterials were shown to yield layer dependent
optical constants, whereas the cubic Type 50 metamaterials yielded layer indepen-
dent optical constants. A Lorentz oscillator model was t to Type 50 metamaterials
which permitted determination of the total number of charges involved in the primary
metamaterial resonance.
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Chapter 3
Controlling Gigahertz and Terahertz Surface
Electromagnetic Waves with Metamaterial
Resonators
3.1 Introduction
Surface electromagnetic waves are propagating solutions to Maxwell's equations in
which the electromagnetic energy is bound to an interface between two dierent me-
dia and travels without radiation loss. A common example is that of the Zenneck
wave [1, 61], which is a propagating plane wave bound to a at, conducting surface.
Through the use of coordinate transformations, the Zenneck wave can be mapped to
an axial cylindrical (Sommerfeld) wave [62, 63, 64, 65], or a radial cylindrical wave,
both of which travel along the interface of a conductor - again without radiation.
Initially some debated whether SEWs could exist in metals at low frequencies. This
controversy arose due to the large conductivity of metals which leads to a weak bind-
ing of the wave to the surface. [62]. Although the existence and physical meaning of
the Zenneck wave is a topic still debated to this day [66, 67], methods were developed
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that enhanced the coupling of waves to planar surfaces, such as the use of dielectric
coatings and surface corrugation [1, 68, 69], which can produce strong connement
even when the supporting metal is assumed to have an innite conductivity.
Guided waves are of vital importance in routing electromagnetic energy from a
source to a device or system and eventually to a receiver. Dielectric guides, hollow
waveguides, and two-conductor transmission lines (e.g. coaxial) are typical examples
and operate with extreme eciency at very low frequencies (< 1 GHz).[70] Since
ltering and other functionality is typically needed in communications applications,
lumped components - such as packaged capacitors and inductors - can be implemented
easily to form a wide variety of lter networks and other components that can be in-
tegrated into the line. However, the availability of packaged circuit components that
operate at high frequencies is severely limited and, where they exist, such compo-
nents tend to be rare and are generally expensive. At higher frequencies, the losses
associated with conventional radio frequency (RF) cables and microstrip lines tend
to rise, making them less suitable for integrated devices. At these higher frequencies,
the properties of SEW devices become more favorable, making them competitive for
integrated device applications, especially at terahertz and higher frequencies.
Over the past several years, metamaterial elements have been investigated for
use as lters and other components in transmission line structures. Metamaterials
(MMs) rst garnered attention as structured, periodically positioned, metallic inclu-
sions, able to attain designed electromagnetic response from their geometry. The
size of individual MM elements, as well as the spacing between them, is considerably
smaller than the free space wavelength at which the elements operate. As such, an
electromagnetic wave incident on a collection of metamaterial elements experiences a
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homogenized response that can be conveniently described by introducing the electric
permittivity () and the magnetic permeability (). MMs have been used extensively
to form eective media, capable of supporting unusual electromagnetic properties
such as negative refraction [30, 31]. Dierent types of MM geometries yield reso-
nant responses to the electric and/or magnetic component of electromagnetic waves.
Metamaterials are thus a \bottom-up" [71] approach for the construction of articial
electromagnetic materials and particularly useful in the implementation of graded
designs, where the MM geometry changes as a function of position [58]. Such exibil-
ity has been leveraged in the development of transformation optical media designed
through use of coordinate transformations. By combining MM elements having dis-
tinct properties into a number of dierent types of sub-lattices [72, 73], even more
complex electromagnetic response can be obtained.
In parallel with the development of metamaterials for the control of freely prop-
agating plane waves, metamaterials have also been investigated as elements for the
control of transmission line modes. There have been some works utilizing the so-
called split ring resonator (SRR) [74], to couple with the magnetic component of
light within a waveguide, or the complementary split ring resonator (CSRR) [75, 76,
77, 78, 79], for electric coupling on a coplanar waveguide (CPW) structure. In these
systems metamaterials serve as parasitic elements producing stopbands [75, 76] or
passbands [74, 79]. Other works have demonstrated MMs capable of more sophisti-
cated responses, such as non-reciprocity [78] and dynamic tunability [80, 81, 82]. All
of these works utilize metamaterials to couple to conventional transmission systems
in which the electromagnetic energy is eectively conned to a region of space by
means of two or more conducting structures; co-axial, co-planar, strip-line, slot-line,
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etc. However, under certain conditions, other types of transmission may exist in
which the energy is not rigidly conned but rather is bound to a single surface or
structure and propagates without radiation - the surface electromagnetic wave. Such
single conductor guiding structures may support three classes of waves - evanescent
elds, radiation elds and guided surface waves; the latter of which can be made to
predominate[83].
The ability to tailor SEWs with metamaterials may yield many practical future
high frequency devices. However current metamaterial designs, when coupled to
waveguides, yield low quality factors [74, 75, 76, 77] and therefore achieve a relatively
broad band response, thus limiting the potential for switching or dynamic applica-
tions. Previously demonstrated metamaterial elements also signicantly modify the
impedance of CPWs, resulting in a signicant reection of incident energy. This leads
to standing and scattered waves which may overwhelm the signal or reduce signal-to-
noise. Both of these eects are due not only to the type of guiding structures utilized,
(co-planar waveguides etc), but also due to the metamaterial elements used. Thus
conventional `free-space' metamaterials are undesirable for potential SEW devices
and limit their usefulness for control. Although CPWs provide many advantages over
other types of transmission lines the use of SEWs - as opposed to conned guided
waves - may provide new opportunities for dynamical control using metamaterials. It
is clear, however, that new metamaterial structures must be sought which are ideal
to interact with the particular modes exhibited by SEWs.
Here we report on computational and experimental investigations of the control
of SEWs with novel metamaterial elements. As a demonstration of the exibility
and scalability of the designs we show results over two bands of the electromagnetic
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Figure 3.1: Simulated modes and dimensions of the planar Goubau line, and meta-
material schematic. Left panel of (a) plots the norm of the electric eld
strength as a function of horizontal distance away from the center of the
GHz PGL, and right panel of (a) plots the norm of the magnetic eld in
the same manner. Insets to (a) show vector plots of the electric (left) and
magnetic (right) eld vectors. Panels (b) and (c) show the dimensions of
the PGL, and metamaterial, respectively.
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spectrum - gigahertz (GHz) and terahertz (THz) frequencies. For guiding of our elec-
tromagnetic wave we make use of a modied Goubau line, termed a `planar Goubau
line' (PGL) [84, 85], which is a single planar wire transmission line that lies on top
of a supporting dielectric substrate. The geometry of the PGL is optimized to obtain
a broadband spectrum. We further develop new metamaterial elements designed for
maximum interaction with SEWs and demonstrate several examples.
3.2 Simulation
The PGL and metamaterial structures are simulated in the time domain with a
commercial full wave electromagnetic mode transient solver. For the simulations, we
use metallic conductivities with values of 0 = 4:7  107 (S/m) and 0 = 4:56  107
(S/m) and the underlying substrates are simulated as lossy dielectrics with values of
e = 3:75+0:025i and e = 2:828+0:056i, for the GHz and THz materials respectively.
The GHz metallic structures have thicknesses of 17m and supporting substrates are
200m thick. In the terahertz regime, all metallic elements are 200 nm thick with a
substrate thickness of 350 m. The cross section (width x height) of the GHz PGL
is 150 m  17 m while the THz PGL is 4 m  0.2 m. The total lengths are 320
mm and 5000 m for the GHz and THz PGLs, respectively.
The PGL supports an approximately axial cylindrical SEW. The insets to Fig.
4.1(a) show a PGL in cross section, centered in each plot, with the supporting sub-
strate shown underneath. Plotted in the insets to Fig. 4.1 are the electric (left) and
magnetic (right) eld vectors. The modes are transverse-electric-magnetic (TEM)-
like, with the electric eld directed uniformly radially outward and the magnetic eld
circulating clockwise around the wire. The red curves in Fig. 4.1 show the spatial
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dependence of both the electric eld strength (left) and magnetic ux density (right)
beginning from the center of the wire and moving horizontally outward. Both elds
fall o approximately exponentially.
In order to couple electromagnetic energy into and out-of the PGL we utilize a
co-planar waveguide (CPW) section (Fig. 4.1 (b) section I), matched to 50
. The
CPW transitions (see section II of Fig. 4.1 (b)) to a two-dimensional (2D), planar
horn antenna (section III of Fig. 4.1 (b)), where the center conductor of the PGL
line lies in the middle. The parameters that maximize the transfer of radiation for
the GHz PGL, (and the total length of the PGL itself), are (in millimeters): L = 320,
L1 = 20, L2= 7.5, and R = 20; and (in microns): L = 5000, L1 = 300, L2 = 300,
and R = 800, for the THz PGL. In Fig. 4.2 (a) we show simulated results for each of
the PGLs. Both exhibit large transmittance over a a broadband frequency spectrum
with a usable range of 47 GHz and 384 GHz for the GHz and THz PGLs, respectively.
For both lines, the simulated bandwidth is approximately 200% relative to the center
frequency. Figure 4.2 (b) shows an expanded view of the simulated spectra of the
GHz (solid blue curves) and THz (solid red curves) PGLs.
We seek to couple to the electric eld of the PGL using a metamaterial element
(inset to Fig. 4.1 (a)). As a starting point, we begin with the so-called electric ring
resonator (ERR) [17, 18] element. The ERR has shown the ability to yield strong
interactions with the electric eld component of a free space TEM wave with good
oscillator strength [18]. We optimize dimensions of the ERRs in order to obtain the
highest quality factor (Q), dened as !0=4! where !0 is the resonant frequency and
4! is the FWHM of the resonance. The optimized geometry is shown in Fig. 4.1
(c), with the dimensions of g = 0.39, w = 2.4, and h = 2.1 for the GHz MMs and g
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= 6, w= 105, and h = 90 for the THz MMs.
3.3 Fabrication and Characterization
Metamaterials and PGLs were fabricated with printed circuit board (PCB) tech-
nology (GHz structures) and optical lithography (THz structures), with dimensions
identical to those simulated. The PCB is copper clad FR4 and the THz structures
are nano-patterned gold deposited on a thin fused silica substrate. Masks were used
for fabrication of both structures. Photographs of the fabricated PGLs are shown as
the insets to Fig. 4.2 (b), and photos of the THz metamaterial / PGL structures are
shown as the insets to Fig. 4.3 (a) and (b). All structures were characterized with
Vector Network Analyzers (VNAs) operating separately in the gigahertz band from
8 to 20 GHz and the terahertz band from 0.22 to 0.325 THz. The complex frequency
dependent scattering parameters - the transmission coecient (S21) and the reection
coecient (S11) - were characterized for the PGLs with and without metamaterials.
All spectra were normalized with respect to a PGL with no metamaterial elements.
The experimental spectra of the PGL, shown in Fig. 4.2 (b) as the dashed blue
(GHz) and dashed red (THz) lines, are in good agreement with simulated spectra
(solid curves). Having characterized the spectra of each PGL, we now turn toward
study of the interaction of metamaterial elements with the broad spectrum provided
by the PGL via the transmissivity (T(!)=jS21j2). We calculate T(!) by dividing the
transmitted spectra of the PGL plus metamaterial by the transmitted spectra of the
PGL alone. In the grey curves of Fig. 4.3 (a) and (b) we show the simulated absolute
value T(!) of metamaterial elements for both the GHz and THz structures, respec-
tively. It is evident that only one prominent minimum is observed on each PGL and
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Figure 3.2: (a) Simulated spectra of GHz (blue) and THz (red) PGL waveguides. (b)
Experimental (dashed curves) and simulated (solid curves) spectra for
both the GHz (blue) and THz (red) PGLs. Insets are optical images of
the gigahertz (top right) and terahertz waveguide (bottom left).
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Figure 3.3: Simulated (grey curves) and experimental (black curves) transimissivity
of (a) the GHz MMs and (b) THz MMs on PGL, two insets are optical
images of single (top) and dual (bottom) THz metamaterial elements
adjacent to the PGL.
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values of T(!)=8% at 16 GHz and T(!)=21% at 0.315 THz are obtained. Simulations
indicate Q-values of 10.3 and 10.5 for the GHz and THz metamaterials, respectively.
Outside of the resonant region the PGL achieves over 85% transmission indicating
that metamaterial elements yield only a narrow-band resonance. The normalized ex-
perimental transmissivity (black curves) of the GHz and THz metamaterial elements
are plotted in Figs. 4.3 (a) and (b), and we observe good agreement with simulation
(grey curves). Consistent with the simulations, we observe resonances around 16 GHz
and 0.32 THz (see black curves in Fig. 4.3). A slightly higher transmitted energy and
narrower bandwidth is observed, for both congurations, at the resonance frequency,
and in each case the measured Q is higher than that predicted by simulation.
In order to verify absorption and coupling of the metamaterial element to the
waveguide, we next explore a non-resonant metamaterial conguration and study
the transmission dependence. We utilize a geometry similar to that previously pub-
lished [86] - essentially an ERR in which the gaps are closed. This `closed-gap'
conguration has been shown to be non-resonant, as the capacitive portion of the
metamaterial element has been removed. The blue curve of Fig. 4.4 (a) demon-
strates that the simulated closed gap metamaterial elements do not couple to the
SEW carried by the PGL, at least within the range characterized. Indeed the trans-
mission is observed to be roughly frequency independent with values above 90%. For
a direct comparison we re-plot the simulated T(!) for a resonant (open gap) metama-
terial element, and this is shown as the red curve in Fig. 4.4 (a). The experimental
results match well with simulations, shown as the blue (closed gaps) and red (open
gaps) curves of Fig. 4.4 (b).
Although we are only able to perform experiments over a narrow range of the
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large bandwidth carried by the PGL, it should be possible to utilize multi-unit cell
designs with which it would be possible to `encode' more resonances onto the broad
spectrum. We fashion a metamaterial which is slightly larger in size than the previ-
ously demonstrated element, shown in Fig. 4.3 (b). We simulate two dierent sized
metamaterial elements, (shown as the inset to Fig. 4.3 (b)), which interact with the
THz SEW - shown as the red curves of Fig. 4.4 (c). We observe a new resonant ab-
sorption in T(!) at 0.260 THz while simulations indicate little change to the higher
energy metamaterial absorption at 0.320 THz. With a view toward future dynamical
or switchable SEW metamaterials we may again close the gaps of the metamaterial
elements. The simulated results in which both resonators are in the non-resonant
conguration are shown as the blue cures of Fig. 4.4 (c). There are no resonant
absorption features observable and transmissivity is relatively featureless, with values
of roughly T(!)=0.8. To compare responses between the single and the dual metama-
terial elements on the PGL, we re-plot the transmissivity for the single metamaterial
with the gaps open, shown as dark grey curves of Fig. 4.4 (c). As can be observed
there is little change in the higher lying resonance - it is essentially unaected. Fig-
ure 4.4 (d) shows experimental measurements where both ERR elements are resonant
(red curves), both ERRs are short circuited (blue curves), and the case where only
a single metamaterial is resonant (grey curve). A comparison of the simulated and
experimental curves of Fig. 4.4 shows relatively good agreement in all cases.
3.4 Discussion
We now highlight several salient features of metamaterial designs presented here. A
notable dierence between free space and surface wave metamaterials is that, for
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Figure 3.4: Simulated (a),(c) and experimental (b),(d) results of MMs on PGL - (a)
and (b) are for the single pair case ; (c) and (d) for the dual pairs.
the latter, we only need two elements in proximity to the PGL. Although this is
the case we still realize substantial electromagnetic response signied by large dips
in the transmission. This is a bit surprising considering the small cross section the
metamaterial elements occupy compared to the extent and homogeneity of the mode
- see plot of the electric eld in the inset to Fig. 4.1. However we must recall that
the electric and magnetic elds fall o exponentially as a function of distance from
the center of the line. Thus so long as the elements are spaced relatively close to the
PGL the resonant dips yield relatively large Qs with experimental values of Q=14.9
and Q=18.4 at GHz and THz frequencies, respectively. In contrast, the non-resonant
metamaterial element conguration attains relatively large frequency independent
values for T(!). Thus the resonant metamaterial elements are responsible for the
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lack of transmission at the resonance frequency. Obviously energy in the broad band
carried by the PGL which is not transmitted can be reected, absorbed, or scattered
by the metamaterial element. In Fig. 4.5 we present experimental results for GHz
structures which reveal that energy is primarily absorbed by the metamaterial. As
can be observed the reection, (blue curve of Fig. 4.5), is essentially zero across the
entire band, while the transmission achieves a minimum of approximately 20%. This
means the metamaterial elements do not signicantly modify the impedance of the
PGL. Scattered radiation due to the metamaterial elements has been also studied in
simulation, (not shown), and was negligible across the range shown in Fig. 4.5. Thus
the energy which is not transmitted is absorbed by the metamaterial elements, as
shown by the green curves of Fig. 4.5, with values reaching 80%. As shown in Fig.
4.4 (c) and (d) a second absorptive dip may be encoded onto the broad spectrum of the
PGL via a dierent metamaterial element, with similar electromagnetic properties,
i.e. strong absorption characteristics, as that of a single metamaterial element.
The strong absorption achieved by the metamaterial elements, in comparison to
the high transmission achieved by the non-resonant metamaterial elements, suggests
dynamical applications. For example, energy absorbed within the metamaterial el-
ements is focused within the capacitive gaps of the structures. Thus utilization of
eld eect transistors or semiconductors placed within the gaps of the metamateri-
als would provide the ability to modulate the amplitude and frequency location of
the resonance via electronic or optical means. Further, as shown in Fig. 4.4, these
metamaterial resonances may be modulated independently. By adding more elements
along the length of the PGL it may thus be possible to encode a large amount of infor-
mation on the broad electromagnetic spectrum, which would enable high bandwidth
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Figure 3.5: Experimental results of the reection, transmission, and absorption of a
GHz metamaterial interacting with the SEW carried by a PGL.
THz communication.
3.5 Conclusion
The planar Goubau lines explored here have been demonstrated to carry a wide band
surface electromagnetic wave spectrum. Newly designed metamaterial elements have
been shown to strongly interact with the particular mode exhibited by the PGL SEW
and yield high Q resonances. Multiple metamaterial element resonances have been
coded onto the broad PGL spectrum and independent shunting of each metamaterial
resonance has been demonstrated.
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Chapter 4
Extremely Sub-wavelength Planar Magnetic
Metamaterials
4.1 Introduction
Experimental verication of a negative index of refraction[30, 31] conrmed a four
decade old theoretical prediction[29] and initiated a new area of research in articial
electromagnetic (EM) materials[10], known as metamaterials (MMs). In the last
decade metamaterials research has yielded many exotic eects including: invisibility
cloaking[17], perfect lensing[3, 4], and perfect absorbers[87]. Interest in metamaterials
stems from their available use in nearly any band of the electromagnetic spectrum
and their ability to achieve almost any desired electromagnetic response[14, 16, 88].
While there are relatively few technical restrictions limiting operational frequen-
cies of metamaterials there are, however, some practical hurdles. To date there has
been a noticeable lack of metamaterials demonstrated at low frequencies { on the
order of 100 MHz or lower. Traditional RF devices in use today cover a number
of disciplines ranging from long range satellite communication, magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), to common everyday devices like radios and televisions. Although
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metamaterials may oer advantages to the above mentioned devices, the main draw-
back is that the dimensions can become impractically large. Wavelengths for these
frequencies range from thousands of meters (for 100's kHz) to lengths of meters (100's
MHz). Since it is not uncommon for individual metamaterial elements to have sizes on
the order of  0=10  0=100, (where 0 is free space wavelength at resonance), the
side length of a single RF metamaterial element could be expected be around 100 m to
10 cm. In many situations this size may be unacceptable for real-world applications,
particularly so for `portable' devices. The development of a new class of metamate-
rials with a signicant reduction in the ratio of its physical size `a' to its resonant
wavelength 0 may create new opportunities for low frequency metamaterial-based
applications[89, 90, 91, 92].
Magnetic properties exhibited by natural materials are typically weaker and less
common than their electric counterpart. This is due to the fundamental dierence in
how magnetic and electric responses are generated - the former being produced either
from orbital currents or intrinsic unpaired spins. This fundamental lack of diversity
in materials hinders full development of electromagnetic devices. Metamaterials with
a -negative response have been shown to improve the eectiveness of systems that
make use of magnetic elds at radio frequencies such as increasing the resolution of
an MRI[93, 94] and enhancing wireless power transfer eciency[95, 96].
Here we propose that dual layer metamaterial spirals may be used in order to
achieve extremely sub-wavelength RF magnetic metamaterials. We utilize and detail
a time domain method for characterization of the complex magnetic response ((!))
of the RF metamaterials and support experimental results with simulation.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic (exploded view) of the dual-layer square spiral metamate-
rial. (b) Side view showing material layers. Photographs of fabricated
metamaterial circular spirals (c) and square spirals (d).
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Figure 4.2: Schematic illustrating the geometry of circular (top row) and square (bot-
tom row) spiral metamaterials. In the top of (a) the notation used for
description of the geometry in shown. Column (a) shows the single layer
structure, and (b), (c) and (d) show the orientation of the second spiral
layer in type I, II, and III structures, respectively, as described in the
text.
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4.2 Spiral Metamaterial Design and Simulation
As a starting point for exploration of RF magnetic metamaterials we begin with a
design based on a planar spiral structure capable of achieving large inductances[97,
98, 99] { as it is trivial to wind a signicant length of wire into a small area. The
spiral response can be approximated based on a simple LC resonator model !0 =
1=
p
LC, where !0 is the resonant angular frequency, L is the inductance, and C
is the capacitance of the MM. Additional reduction of the unit cell size may thus
be achieved by maximizing L and C simultaneously. In single layer planar spirals
the capacitance arises solely due to interactions between adjacent metallic windings
- the so-called `edge coupling' capacitance[100]. However, since typical lithographic
methods produce extremely thin metallic layers the capacitive values obtained in this
manner are small. We may drastically increase the capacitance by adding a second
spiral layer, thus creating an interlayer interaction between the two planar structures.
In this way both the larger area of the broadside metallic surfaces and a supporting
dielectric in-between will provide an increased capacitance. A similar idea had been
demonstrated in the microwave range, \the broadside-coupled" SRR was found to
have a resonance occurring at much lower frequency than the original single layer
design[101, 100]. The addition of the second layer will also provide an enhancement
of the metamaterial inductance - so long as the inductances are added in series.
We investigate two dierent varieties of the planar spiral { circular and square
windings. For each we consider three independent dual-layer congurations, termed
as types I, II, and III. The paired spirals in each conguration represent dierent
symmetry operations between layers. If we dene a coordinate system that is centered
in the middle of the two metallizations in the z-direction and centered laterally and
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horizontally, then the type I spirals, Fig. 4.2(b), have two identical structured patterns
on top and bottom layers, where the top layer is simply translated along the z-axis by
some distance d. In Fig. 4.2(c) we show the type II case where the top and bottom
layers have 180 degree rotational symmetry about the y-axis. In the type III case the
top and bottom layers have 180 degree rotational symmetry about the x-axis. In all
cases, metallic layers on each side of the substrate are capacitively coupled through
a circular or square pad located in the center of the unit cell.
Simulations were performed with a commercially available 3D full wave nite
element frequency domain solver. Excitation from a waveguide port is used where
the electric eld is along the x^ direction, and the magnetic eld is along z^. The
simulated circular spiral design has: 21 turns, a linewidth w = 170 m, line spacing g
= 320 m, inner radius rin = 1.2 mm, outer radius rout = 11.7 mm, and unit cell size
(a) of 25.4 mm. The square spiral has: 13 turns, a linewidth w = 210 m, line spacing
g = 320 m, side length of the central capacitive pad sq = 1.9 mm, and the side length
of the square coil is 25 mm with a unit cell size (a) of 26 mm. The dielectric slab for
both patterns is 203 m thick and was modeled using a dielectric value of 2:6+0:04i.
All metallic components were modeled as copper with a conductivity of  = 5:8107
S/m. For all cases, a vacuum box (a  a  40(mm)) was used, and the geometry of
the spiral, including the size of the centrally located capacitive pad, was modied in
order to obtain the greatest oscillator strengths.
Simulations provide the scattering parameters which are related to the transmis-
sion t and reection r. The transfer matrix method then allows one to relate t and r
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to a medium of thickness d as[23],
t =
1
cos(nkd)  i
2
(Zr + Z 1r ) sin(nkd)
(4.1)
r =  
i
2
(Zr   Z 1r ) sin(nkd)
cos(nkd)  i
2
(Zr + Z 1r ) sin(nkd)
(4.2)
where n is the index of refraction, Zr is the relative impedance, and k is the wavevec-
tor. The impedance is Z = ZrZ0, where Zr is the relative impedance, and Z0 is
the wave impedance of free space. In eective medium theory we can relate the
optical constants (r and r) to the index of refraction and relative impedance, i.e.
n =
p
rr and Zr =
p
r=r. Equations 4.1 and 4.2 can be rewritten to yield explicit
equations for the index of refraction and the impedance. We may then also connect
these directly to the optical constants as,
n =
1
kd
arccos[
1
2t
(1  (r2   t2))] = prr (4.3)
Zr =
s
(1 + r)2   t2
(1  r)2   t2 =
r
r
r
(4.4)
Based on Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4, the eective permeability r for each metamaterial design
can be obtained from simulations.
The extracted permeability for each magnetic metamaterial is shown in Fig. 4.3(a)
for the circular spirals and Fig. 4.3(b) for the square spirals. A single layer spiral
design (Fig. 4.3 blue curve) was examined to act as a reference point for the dual
layer structures. A prominent magnetic Lorentzian type resonance can be observed
for each conguration described by,
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Figure 4.3: Simulated permeability of several dierent types of spiral metamaterials,
the single-layer (blue curves), type I (green curves), type II (red curves),
and type III (dash black curves).
~r(!) = 1 +
!2mp
!20   !2   i!
(4.5)
where 1 is the relative permeability at frequencies higher than the resonance, !mp is
the magnetic plasma frequency, !0 is the center frequency of the resonance, and  is
the loss. In Table I we list the parameters for a Lorentz oscillator t to the simulated
magnetic response - the resonant frequency (!0), minimum  value, the oscillator
strength (!mp=2), and the resonant wavelength to unit cell size ratio (0=a). In the
single layer case the resonance of the circular (c) and the square (s) spirals occur
at frequencies of 112 MHz and 90 MHz. They both have good oscillator strength
with values of 40 MHz for both. For the type I design (green curves of Fig 4.3),
-resonances shifted to higher frequencies by approximately 10%, compared to the
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single layer spirals, for both circular and square designs. Resonant frequencies for both
type II and III congurations lie below 20 MHz and simulated oscillator strengths for
these designs are lower than the single layer spiral and type I structures. It is clear,
however, that Type III circular and square designs achieve the largest 0=a values
and thus we have chosen to experimentally investigate these particular structures.
Table 4.1: Parameter values from ts to simulated r for the circular and the square
metamaterials shown in Fig. 4.3.
Type !0=2 (MHz) min !mp=2 (MHz) 0/a
(C) single 112 -2.64 40 105
(C) type I 119 -4.20 41.7 99.3
(C) type II 17.8 -0.342 5.5 664
(C) type III 17.3 -0.357 5.8 683
(S) single 90.2 -3.97 40.4 131
(S) type I 101 -5.11 46.2 116
(S) type II 16.8 -1.51 6.95 703
(S) type III 16.7 -1.52 6.98 707
4.3 Magnetic Time Domain Spectroscopy
In order to characterize the complex permeability (e(!) = 1 + i2) response of
our magnetic metamaterials, (1 and 2 are the real and imaginary portions of the
magnetic response function, respectively), we utilized a time-domain spectroscopic
method. A schematic illustrating our experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 4.4.
In our setup a driving coil, (bottom of Fig. 4.4), is driven by a voltage pulse from a
function generator creating a transient magnetic eld. A second coil (pickup coil) is
co-axially aligned with the drive coil, (spaced a distance z away) and measures the
induced time dependent electromotive force (emf(t)) due to the incident magnetic
eld created by the drive coil. Based on the Faraday's law of induction, the induced
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emf can be described as,
emf(t) =  dB
dt
(4.6)
where B is the magnetic ux dened as,
B =
Z
B  dA (4.7)
For a magnetic eld component in the vertical (z-axis) direction at the pickup coil
of Bz and an assumed time harmonic dependence (B  e i!t), we may thus write the
emf as,
emf(t) =  Ar0dHz(t)
dt
(4.8)
where A is the area of the pickup coil, and we have used B = H = r0H. It should
be noted that, strictly speaking, we must convolve r with the excitation eld in Eq.
4.8. However for all cases studied here the resonant wavelength is at least 100 times
larger than the size of metamaterials. Thus we are in the quasi-static limit [3] and
neglect the time dependence.
In order to determine the complex permeability of a magnetic material we perform
a referenced time domain measurement. This is achieved by rst characterizing the
response of the apparatus with no materials present, i.e. we measure a reference
electromotive force of emf(t)r   A0dHz=dt, since r = 1 for free space. We then
place a planar material which has an area A into the pickup coil and characterize its
time dependent electromotive force as emf(t)s   Ar0dHz=dt. Thus by taking the
ratio of the time dependent emf 's we are able to characterize the complex frequency
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of the experimental apparatus as described in the text.
dependent permeability as,
er(!) = F^ (emf(t)s)
F^ (emf(t)r)
(4.9)
where F^ stands for the complex Fourier transform. It's worth noting that in our
experiment, the pickup coil can only measures a dierence in electromotive force
between the sample and reference. However, Maxwell's equations (specically Am-
pere's law) specify that the bound current, which is related to the magnetization via
JB = r M, and thus to the magnetic permeability, is what changes upon placing a
magnetic material in the loop of the pickup coil. As H is only related to the true free
current, this remains constant in our measurements and thus cancels out for both the
sample and reference measurements. Of course the above assumes that there is no
change in the mutual coupling between the drive and pickup coils due to placement of
the measured material, which would change the free current. We also note that there
are no restrictions on homogeneity of the magnetic eld and for the case where B has
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a high spatial dependence the extraction method described in Eq. 4.9 is still valid.
We use the time domain method described here to characterize the complex magnetic
response of metamaterials. In all cases we have made the areas of the pickup coil and
metamaterial samples equal.
4.4 Fabrication and Characterization
Metamaterial samples were fabricated using printed circuit board (PCB) photolithog-
raphy. We used a dual sided copper clad FR4 board (thickness of 203 m) where
both metallization were 17 m thick. A photomask for the square spiral geometry was
created by printing on a transparency with a standard high resolution laser printer.
For the circular spiral geometry a transparency mask was purchased from a com-
mercial vendor. After the board was exposed to UV light through the photomask, a
ferric chloride bath was used to etch away the unwanted copper to create patterned
spiral metamaterials. The dimensions of both the circular and square geometries are
identical to those in the computational models. Optical images of a unit cell of the
fabricated samples are shown as insets to Fig. 4.1(c) (circular spiral) and (d) (square
spiral).
The time dependent magnetic eld used to characterize our metamaterial samples
was generated using a coil antenna driven by a transient voltage. The peak to peak
voltage (Vpp) was set to 10 V at a frequency of 12.5 MHz with a duty cycle of 37.5%.
A receiving coil spaced a distance of 8 cm away was connected to a digital sampling
oscilloscope which captured the time dependent electromotive force induced by the
incident magnetic ux. The shape and dimensions of the receiving coil were chosen
such that it matched that of a 3  3 array of our magnetic metamaterials. For each
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Figure 4.5: (a) Time domain waveform recorded by the pickup coil for the metama-
terial (black curve) and a reference signal (red curve). The amplitude
spectrum for the metamaterial (black) and reference (red) obtained by a
Fourier transformation of (a).
sample we performed two measurements. The rst was a reference where nothing was
placed inside the receive coil. For sample characterization we placed the metamaterial
array into the center of the receiving coil. All measurement were collected with an
average of 128 wave forms.
Representative time pulses are shown in Fig. 4.5(a) for both the sample (black
curve) and reference measurement (red curve). A noticeable dierence can be seen
between the two measured time pulses as the reference signal has almost completely
died out after 600ns, while the metamaterial signal `rings' for a much longer time
(over 1800ns). A plot of the frequency spectra calculated from the Fourier transform
of the time data is shown in Fig. 4.5(b). Applying the extraction method of Eq.
4.9, outlined earlier, one can determine the eective permeability r of the magnetic
metamaterials. Due to the dimensions of our antenna coils and the input time signal
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characteristics the useable spectral range was 3-30 MHz.
The real and imaginary portions of the measured permeability of the samples are
plotted as black curves in Fig. 4.6 for both the circular (top panels) and square type
III (bottom panels) samples. As can be observed both spiral metamaterial structures
yield magnetic resonances with Lorentz-like lineshapes. The circular spiral has its
resonance centered at 17.3 MHz and the square spiral at 16.8 MHz. The real part
of the measured relative permeability for both designs reaches a negative value of-
0.25 for the circular design and -1.51 for the square design. The full width at half
maximum (FWHM) is 0.554 MHz and 0.794 MHz for the circular and square designs,
respectively. The calculated Q-factors are 30.3 and 21.8, which shows both designs
have the decent oscillator strength at the resonances.
Simulated results of the type III spirals are as displayed as dashed red curves in
Fig. 4.6. In comparison to the experimental results (black solid lines), the simulated
curves are nearly identical to the measured ones. For example the simulated and
experimental peak  values dier by only 0.2% and 0.1% for the square and circular
spirals, respectively. Some discrepancies in the amplitudes and f for both designs
are observed. Nevertheless, the experiments are in excellent agreement with the simu-
lations. The errors are most likely be attributed to imperfections from the fabrication
process.
We compared experimental permeabilities to a frequency-dependent Drude-Lorentz
oscillator, as shown in Eq. 4.5. The grey curves of Fig. 4.6 are ts to the experimental
data and we nd good agreement with parameters of: 1 = 0:893, !mp = 2  4:91
(MHz),  = 2  0:745 (MHz), and !0 = 2  17:3 (MHz) for the circular geometry,
and 1 = 0:87, !mp = 2  6:6 (MHz),  = 2  0:587 (MHz), and !0 = 2  16:8
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Figure 4.6: Experimental (black curves), simulated (dashed red curves) and ts (gray
curves) to the real (a,c) and imaginary (b,d) parts of r. Panels (a) and
(b) show the real and imaginary permeability, respectively, for the circular
spiral. Panels (c) and (d) show the real and imaginary permeability,
respectively, for the square spiral.
(MHz) for the square geometry.
4.5 Discussion
Radio frequency magnetic metamaterials investigated here yield reasonably strong
resonances although their physical size (a) is only a small fraction of their resonant
wavelength. Circular spiral metamaterials achieved a = 0=683 and square designs
a = 0=703. Resonant wavelengths of Type II and III designs are nearly six times
smaller than 0 obtained from single layer spirals, although all have roughly the same
unit cell size. It's worth noting that in-spite of the strong sub-wavelength sizes of
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metamaterials presented here, there are simple improvements which will further in-
crease 0=a. For example we have chosen to fabricate designs in which the two planar
spirals are independent and are only capacitively coupled through the substrate. We
chose this geometry simply because these structures are easier to fabricate, however by
connecting the two layers with a conductive via one may push sizes of these structures
even more sub-wavelength, as the unwound length eectively doubles.
Figure 4.7 presents simulations of a type III square spiral, with a connecting via,
and a unit cell size a = 15.5 mm, linewidth w = 100 m, line spacing g = 100 m,
board thickness of 203 m, and consisting of 25 windings. Simulations indicate this
design should exhibit a strong magnetic resonance at 9.34 MHz and the extracted
complex  is shown in Fig. 4.7(a). For this geometry we nd a = 0=2072. Al-
though the design discussed above is well within both laboratory and commercial
fabricational capabilities, here we chose to experimentally demonstrate a slightly less
subwavelength structure, and simply modify the type III circular spiral shown in Fig.
4.1(a) and (c). Holes were drilled through the center capacitive pad of each unit cell
and a wire was soldered on both sides to create the connecting via. We then charac-
terized the sample and extracted the complex permeability as shown in Fig. 4.7(b).
We nd a resonant frequency of 8.94MHz and thus this modied spiral magnetic
metamaterial yields a = 0=1321. It should be noted that the experimental structure
presented here was by no means an optimized design, i.e. we did not ne tune capaci-
tive and inductive reactances which could be responsible for the signicantly lowered
oscillator strength. Additionally a notable Ohmic loss resulted from the manner in
which the conductive via was experimentally implemented. The metamaterial geom-
etry was simulated where the via was modeled as a resistive element (R=13
) and
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Figure 4.7: (a) Simulated real (black) and imaginary (red) relative permeability for a
dual layer circular spiral metamaterial with an interlayer via. (b) Experi-
mental (solid curves) and simulated (dashed curves) relative permeability
of a type III circular spiral metamaterial with conductive via - described
in the text.
we nd excellent agreement with experiment as shown in Fig. 4.7(b).
Although the measured magnetic responses shown in Fig. 4.6 and 4.7 are well
described by Lorentz oscillators, careful consideration of the assignment of r(!) to
metamaterials studied here should be given. As the permeability is equal to the num-
ber of magnetic dipoles per unit volume { and our metamaterials consist of only a
single layer { one might by extension assume that metamaterials should consist of
multiple layers in order to be appropriately described by eective optical constants.
In this case it is clear that any response which results due to incident time varying
magnetic elds, must happen within the physical bounds of the metamaterial, which
has a volume of 0.237mmaa 150mm3. More specically in the case of the mag-
netic metamaterials investigated here, this can only be a re-arrangement of electrons
within the conductive spiral itself. However it is important to note that the response
elds signicantly extend beyond the physical thickness and, in the direction normal
to the plane, are only negligible at some distance (D) away. Thus any material placed
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within D will eect the response of the metamaterial and thus alter r. This is not,
however, a barrier to specifying a unique permeability, so long as metamaterials are
spaced a distance D apart in the z direction.
We investigate the uniqueness of r both computationally and experimentally as
its value should be independent of the apparatus and the particular spacing between
the pickup and drive coils used. In simulations we investigated the dependence of
the resonant frequency of a spiral metamaterial and dimensions of the bounding box
along the direction normal to the metamaterial plane. As a point of demonstration,
we show the simulated results for the square spiral case in Fig. 4.8(a). As the size
of the bounding box increases, the resonant frequency also increases but eventually
asymptotes to some value !0 (16.8MHz for the example). Computational investi-
gations indicate that for both square and circular type III geometries the resonant
wavelength saturates when the side length of the bounding box is around 40mm. At
this layer spacing the elds of the metamaterial are small enough such that anything
placed at or beyond this distance will not aect the response. We further veried
this eect by simulating multiple metamaterials inside a unit cell and observing their
responses. The extracted permeability for three dierent congurations is shown in
Fig. 4.8(b). As we expect, even with the simulated unit cell composed of up to
three metamaterial elements (the inset of Fig. 4.8(b)), the extracted permeability is
nearly identical. This demonstrates that, in our case, both single and multi-layered
metamaterials have exactly same permeability. Thus the simulated metamaterial el-
ement possesses `layer-independent' optic constants and nearest neighbor eects may
be ruled out.
As a verication to the validity of the experimental time-domain method presented
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Figure 4.8: Simulated results: (a) Side length of the bounding box (vacuum) versus
resonant frequency of square spiral metamaterials. (b) Extracted per-
meability of unit cell that contains single, dual, and three metamaterial
elements. Experimental results: (c) Measured permeability for several
values of coil separation z. The peak to valley amplitude of r (d) and
the resonant frequency (!0=2) (e) versus the coil separation distance (Z).
Solids red lines are linear ts to the data.
here, we performed measurements of the response of magnetic metamaterials for
several coil separation distances ranging from Z = 4 cm to Z = 24 cm. In all cases
the sample under investigation was placed directly in the plane of the pick-up coil.
As before all sample measurements were characterized and compared with a reference
measurement. The induced maximum peak-to-peak value of the emf for the reference
measurements was observed to change from 2V for the closest spacing to 40 mV for
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the farthest. Calculated r values are shown for three characteristic separations of Z
= 8, 16, and 24 cm in Fig. 4.8(c). In Fig. 4.8(d) and (e) we plot, respectively, the
peak-to-valley amplitude of r and the resonance frequency !0, both as a function
of coil separation. The red horizontal lines of Fig. 4.8(d,e) are ts to the data and
have nearly zero slope to within 10 4. The measured center frequencies only deviate
by a maximum of 1% of the average value for z distances studied here. Variation,
however, in the peak-to-valley r values is as much as 5% though we attribute this
discrepancy to noise in the system.
4.6 Conclusion
We computationally and experimentally demonstrated extremely sub-wavelength pla-
nar magnetic metamaterials. Experimental resonant wavelength to unit cell size val-
ues were shown to be as much as 1300, and an ideal simulated design was shown
to be 0=a  2000. We nd excellent agreement between experimental and simu-
lated magnetic permeabilities, for all structures investigated, and attain reasonable
oscillator strengths. A novel characterization method has been presented capable of
determining the complex magnetic response of planar materials at RFs. Compact
sub-wavelength designs presented here make low-frequency study of metamaterial
practical which may lead to RF metamaterial applications.
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Chapter 5
Characterization of Surface Electromagnetic
Waves and Scattering on Infrared Metamaterial
Absorbers
5.1 Introduction
Metamaterial absorbers (MMAs) [102] are a type of engineered material that ob-
tain near-unity absorption of electromagnetic energy at a specied wavelength. The
MMA operates by achieving an impedance (Z(!)) match to free space, while at the
same time providing high loss - as determined by the imaginary portion of the in-
dex of refraction (n2(!)). A unit cell of the MMA often consists of two metallic
layers (typically one patterned and one continuous) with an insulating layer lying
in-between. The unit cell is subwavelength and periodic in the plane. The patterned
metallic layer is an electric ring resonator (ERR) [17, 18] and provides a Lorentz type
resonant electric response ((!)). The ERR interacts strongly with the underlying
metallic layer and a resonant eective magnetic response ((!)) can be obtained. The
rst realization of such a structure was experimentally demonstrated at microwave
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frequencies [46] and designs were quickly shown in the THz [50], infrared [103, 60] and
optical regimes [104]. The thickness of the MMA is small compared to the free space
wavelength of light thus yielding large absorption coecients. The above mentioned
salient features of the MMA suggest they may be used to replace conventional ab-
sorbers and to enable novel applications, such as frequency-selective detectors [105],
emitters [87] and spatial light modulators [103].
Metamaterial absorbers operating at infrared and optical wavelengths utilize a
simpler ERR geometry compared to designs demonstrated at THz and lower frequen-
cies [103, 60, 104]. This permits the MMA to be fabricated more precisely, with less
errors, thus producing higher yield and hence greater performance. The consequence,
however, is that the unit cell size (a) is not as sub-wavelength as geometries utilized
at lower frequencies. Experimental results have shown that the resonant wavelength
to unit cell size (0=a) is typically around 3 or 4 at infrared wavelengths. Although
IR MMAs are still able to obtain high absorptivity, with values of 98% shown [103],
it is unknown when the scattering (D(!)) becomes non-negligible as the wavelength
and unit cell size become close in dimension. Incident energy may further generate
surface electromagnetic waves (S(!)), which may then be dissipated or re-radiated
[2, 1, 106, 107]. Thus in a normal specular characterization, both diuse scattering
and excitation of SEWs may appear as absorption. To date no investigation has ac-
counted for all possible light-matter interaction that may occur upon the surface of a
MMA. Here we experimentally and computationally investigate the role of D(!) and
S(!) to absorption in infrared MMAs. We demonstrate that scattering is small and
not relevant in the absorption process, but that highly lossy surface electromagnetic
waves are generated upon the MMA in TM polarization.
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Figure 5.1: (a) Experimental diuse scattering D(!) (dashed curve), the specular ab-
sorbance AS (blue curve), and the total absorbance AT (red curve) of the
IR MMA. The inset shows an SEM image of the fabricated sample with
dimensions: w = 500nm, L = 1.95 m, and a = 3.2 m. (b) An expanded
view of D(!) from 2-8.5m detailing the global minimum at 6.13m, as
denoted by the vertical dashed line. (c) Experimental determined absorp-
tion coecient of BCB.
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dent specular absorption for various incident angles () in both TM (grey
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5.2 Fabrication and Characterization
The infrared metamaterial absorber sample was fabricated using thin-lm processing
combined with photolithographic patterning. The rst step was the electron-beam
vacuum deposition of a 3 nm Cr adhesion layer followed by a 100 nm thick gold
ground plane. The dielectric spacer layer of the MMA is a 195 nm thick lm of
benzocyclobutene (BCB) which was spin coated onto the ground plane and thermally
cured under vacuum. Next, deep UV lithography is used to pattern the metamaterial
elements in the UV lithography resist, and a 3 nm Cr adhesion layer followed by
75 nm thick gold layer are then deposited onto the nanopatterned sample. After
performing lift-o of the Cr/Au, the remaining Cr/Au forms the MMA elements. A
scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a MMA unit cell is shown as the inset
to Fig. 1(a). The patterned MM cross has the following dimensions: linewidth w =
500 nm, and side length L = 1.95 m, with a unit cell size a = 3.2 m. The fabricated
samples have a relatively large surface area, with a total lateral size of 2:54  2:54
cm2, in order to enable the accurate characterization of the MMAs at high incident
angles.
We characterize the specular absorbance, dened as AS(!) = 1   R(!), where
R(!) is the reectance, shown as the blue curve in Fig. 6.1. (The transmittance
T (!) was zero in all measurements due to the thick continuous gold ground plane.)
The reectance (unpolarized) is collected at near normal incidence (21 degrees) and
is normalized by the reectivity of a gold mirror. We nd that the IR MMA obtains
a prominent peak with a value of AS= 99.8% at 6.14 m. Outside of this main
absorptive feature AS is relatively low and there are small local maxima observed at
6.67, 6.96, 7.10, 7.99, and 9.57 m due to characteristic absorptions in the dielectric
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spacer layer of BCB [108], see Fig. 6.1(c) for detail.
In order to quantify the contribution of diuse scattering to the specular ab-
sorption shown in Fig. 6.1, we characterized the MMA using a sphere integrator
[109, 110]. A gold coated Lambertian scatterer is used to obtain the normalized dif-
fuse scattered light (D) and normalized diuse plus specularly reected light (D+R).
Radiation is incident at 13 degrees and measurements are performed at atmospheric
conditions. In Fig. 6.1 (b) D(!) is plotted as the dashed grey curve and is low and
relatively featureless from 4-8.5 m with values around 2.2-2.3% [111]. As we pro-
ceed to wavelengths shorter than 4 m, D begins to increase and is 64.0% at 2.0m.
Interestingly the increase in D is fairly rapid and continuous for wavelength shorter
than 4m, except for some notable features occurring at 2.32, 2.60, 2.89 and 3.20
m. Having characterized the diuse scattering we may plot the total absorbance,
(solid red curve of Fig. 6.1(a)), dened as AT = 1   (R(!) + D(!)) over the range
of 2-8.5 m. One noticeable feature at 4.24 m in the total reectance spectrum
is due to the asymmetric stretch mode of CO2[112]. It should be stressed that the
two distinct measurements, AS and AT , are in good agreement over the range from
4-8.5 m, and only largely deviate from each other where the diuse scattering be-
comes signicant. Figure 6.1(b) shows a detailed view of D(!) and it is found that
a global minimum ( 1:9%) in the diuse scattering occurs at the exact position of
the primary metamaterial absorption, denoted by the dashed vertical line.
Having veried the negligible impact of diuse scattering on absorption we next
investigate the possible existence of surface waves on MMAs and clarify their impact
on the electromagnetic properties. We carry out a series of o-normal angle dependent
reectance measurements in both transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic
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(TM) polarizations. Experimental results for TE (dashed black curves) and TM
(solid grey curves) at incident angles of 15, 30, 45, and 60 degrees are plotted as
AS and shown in the left panels of Fig. 6.2. For both polarizations the spectral
characteristics of AS are similar for near normal incidence (15 degrees) { a main
absorptive feature due to the MMA is observed near 6m and other identiable BCB
absorptive signatures are found. Proceeding to larger incident angles we observe
that, for the TE polarized case, the amplitude of the main peak drops noticeably
from 90% at 15 degrees to 75% at 60 degrees. However, for TM polarization the peak
in AS remains high for all angles investigated, but notably two distinct signatures are
revealed for larger incidence angles. One of these absorptive features { which we term
here Mode A { is independent of incident angle and occurs at a wavelength of 4.83m.
The other feature { termed Mode B { is observed to shift to longer wavelengths as
angle is increased (as noted by the red arrows in Fig. 6.2).
5.3 Simulation
In order to gain insight into the various absorptive features observed in the experi-
mental results presented above, we perform 3D full wave electromagnetic eld sim-
ulations (CST Microwave Studio 2012). The MMA was simulated with dimensions
identical to that of the fabricated sample. We use a Drude model for all metallic
components [113], and a frequency independent dielectric constant of 2:06 + i0:12
for BCB. Unit cell boundary conditions are assigned which enable us to computa-
tionally investigate the angular and polarization dependent absorption. Simulations
provide the complex scattering parameters and we calculate the specular absorption
as AS = 1 R = 1  jS11j2. The right panels of Fig. 6.2 show AS for various incident
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angles and good agreement with experimental results is evident - notably both Modes
A and B are also observed.
5.4 Discussion
We next discuss the implications of the experimental and computational results and
focus rst on Mode B. We note that Mode B only appears in the TM polarization
and its peak redshifts as a function of incident angle. It is well-known that periodic
structures can support spoof surface-plasmon-polaritons (SPPs) for TM polarization
incident waves [69]. Excitation of SPPs requires the momentum of incident light, ki,
to match that of the SPP [1, 19], i.e. kspp = ki + kG, where kspp and kG are k-vectors
of SPP and the Bloch wave (reciprocal lattice vector), respectively. By re-writing ki
in terms of free space light k0 as ki = k0sin, a strong angular dependence of such
SPPs is evident. If Mode B is indeed a SPP, then its peak value should be a function
of sin(). We perform a linear t to our experimental data, (not shown) and nd
that our y-intercept, kG = 2=a, equals a value of 1.71106 (m 1). A linear t to
the curve reveals a value of a = 3:65 m, which agrees qualitatively with the lattice
spacing (3.2m) of the fabricated samples. Thus, we attribute the angular dependent
feature, (Mode B), as a Bloch wave or spoof SPP, related to the periodicity of the
metamaterial.
The other absorptive feature, (Mode A), however is independent of incident angle,
always occurring near 4.83m. Notably, Mode A seems to increase in strength as a
function of increasing incident angle. To note, at 30 degress incidence, both Mode A
and Mode B occur at the same wavelenghth, thus increasing the apparent oscillator
strength of Mode A. In turn, we computationally investigate its properties with light
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coming in at an incident angle of 90 degrees. A computational geometry consisting
of 32 MMA unit cells is simulated and has a total length of 102.4m, (see Fig. 6.3).
Along the z direction, an open boundary is assigned to the top of the bounding box
while a perfect electric boundary is assigned to the bottom (the metal ground plane).
By setting either a perfect electric or perfect magnetic boundary condition in the
y direction, incident light along the x direction can be approximated as TE or TM
polarization.
The simulated transmission (not shown) shows two noticeable dips in TM polar-
ization but, notably, is featureless for TE polarization, i.e. high transmission over
the range investigated. Transverse magnetic polarized transmission minima occur at
6.17m and 4.80m, which can be correlated to the primary metamaterial absorption
and Mode A in our measurements, respectively. In Fig. 6.3 (a) and (b) we plot the
electric eld at 6.17m and 4.80m for both TM and TE polarizations. We rst
discuss =4.80m, as plotted in Fig. 6.3(a), which shows a TE polarized wave which
does not couple to the surface. However, drastically dierent behavior is observed for
the TM polarized wave. We nd that the TM incident wave is coupled to the surface
of the metamaterial and both a decaying surface wave and a free space component are
observed. The phase advance of the surface wave, compared to that of the free space
wave, is dierent causing interference { a signature of light coupling with surface
plasmons. Although quantitatively the TE and TM polarized waves show disparate
behavior, our simulations further allow us to extract quantitative information by ap-
proximating both the wave number and loss of the SEW. For example, in Fig. 6.3
(a) the wavelength of the TM surface waves A, may be determined by tracing the
extrema of the electric eld along the air/metamaterial interface. We nd that the
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SEW yields a wavelength of about 4.72m while the free space wavelength is 4.83m.
Thus this mode is a type of slow waves with a k-vector 1.02 times larger than that
of free space light. In addition, the propagation length (Lspp) can be calculated by
extracting the z component of the electric eld as a function of position (x direction),
see open black circles in Fig. 6.3(c). From a decaying exponential t to the plot we
nd that Lspp is about 102 m indicating that the SEW travels over an appreciable
distance of 25 its free space wavelength of 4.83m. Similar behavior is observed
for TE and TM polarized waves at  = 6:13m, i.e. a SEW in TM polarization.
We thus apply the same analysis in order to study the electric eld surface proles,
see Fig. 6.3(b). One noticeable dierence is the TM polarized SPP at 6:13m has a
propagation length of 64.5 m, which is only about half of that found for Mode A,
shown in Fig. 6.3(c).
We may gain further insight into Modes A and B by performing eigenmode sim-
ulations which allow us to calculate the band structure for the k-vector parallel (kk)
to the MMA surface { see Fig. 5.4. An acoustic-like branch beginning from zero
frequency is found with the slope equal to that of the free space light line. As can be
seen, a band gap occurs before which another linearly dispersing mode is observed.
In addition, two plasmon-like modes at 6 and 4.7m can be observed. Although our
eigenmode solver ignores losses, it should be stressed that these SPP-like modes oc-
cur at frequencies very close to the experimentally determined values of the primary
absorption peak and mode A (red and blue dash curves of Fig. 5.4).
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Figure 5.4: Experimental frequency dependent absorption (left panel) and simulated
dispersion relation in the kjj direction (right panel) for the metamaterial
absorber. The two horizontal dash curves indicate the peak positions of
mode A (blue) and the primary metamaterial absorptive resonance (red).
5.5 Conclusion
We computationally and experimentally investigated scattering and generation of
surface electromagnetic waves on infrared metamaterial absorbers. Scattering was
found to be negligible near the primary metamaterial absorption 0, and only be-
came appreciable at shorter wavelengths. Two surface modes were found to exist
on metamaterial absorbers, when incident light is TM polarized, one due to the pe-
riodicity of the unit cell and the other due to the eective optical constants of the
MMA. The latter occurs at 0, is highly lossy and is responsible for the good angular
dependence of absorption in TM polarization.
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Chapter 6
A Sub-wavelength
Extraordinary-optical-transmission Channel in
Babinet Metamaterials
6.1 Introduction
The study of light coupling to small apertures in metallic lms has a long and il-
lustrious history. In 1897 Lord Rayleigh treated the problem by using the concept
of eective dipoles. Most recently, researchers have made these apertures periodic,
where they exhibited so-called extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) - transmis-
sion eciencies far in excess of unity at wavelengths greater than the lattice parameter
of the surface. This behavior is not predicted by standard aperture theory as devel-
oped by Bethe in 1944, [114] nor was it noticed before fabricational and measurement
techniques had advanced to the point that EOT could be observed at optical wave-
lengths. However, in 1998 Ebbesen et al. [115] showed EOT in the near-infrared
and posited that this stemmed from plasmon coupling between surfaces. Since then,
EOT [115, 116, 117, 118] has been studied with increasing detail in both theoretical
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and experimental capacities. This result led to a urry of intense theoretical and
experimental research to probe the nature of this extraordinary optical transmission.
Babinet metamaterials [75, 48, 119] may also be described as periodic apertures
in metal lms. Metamaterials are structured periodic metallic patterns which en-
able the construction of materials with specied electromagnetic properties, some of
which cannot be obtained via naturally occurring materials. [120, 102] Metamateri-
als exhibit electromagnetic resonances where the resonant wavelength is signicantly
larger than the physical dimensions of the individual elements. Thus metamateri-
als are subwavelength media and well described by the optical constants  and .
[36] In transmission metamaterials (scatterers) yield an absorptive like minimum fea-
ture at resonance, but are otherwise highly transmissive outside of this band. In
contrast Babinet metamaterials (apertures) - made by taking the \inverse" metama-
terial structure - yield opposite behavior and exhibit a transmission maxima near
resonance. [121, 122]
Here we describe both Babinet metamaterials and EOT by an eective medium
theory with plasmons playing a particularly important role. We further show that
by utilizing metamaterial shaped apertures, we can further augment the EOT eect.
Specically, it is demonstrated that Babinet metamaterials exhibit higher transmis-
sion eciencies at lower frequencies than traditional ellipsoidal and quadrilateral hole
designs.
6.2 Theoretical Model of Babinet Metamateirals
Light transmission through patterned metallic surfaces display more complicated scat-
tering, (compared to transmission in bulk metals), which is not easily reconciled with
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Drude theory. Specically, drilled holes in metals exhibit transmission maxima far
below the plasma frequencies of metals, even considering the nite hole size by ac-
counting for diraction. Most research has focused on holes of simple geometry to
provide analytical models of the plasmon dispersion, and good progress has been
made to accurately describe the transmission properties and clarify the contribution
from surface modes. [123, 124, 125, 126] Although there has been some experimental
investigation of the eects of perturbations to the geometry, no consistent theoretical
model predicts the eect of aperture shape on the transmission spectra. Additionally,
EOT has been shown to extend to frequencies far lower than the optical where surface
structure can mimic a plasmonic response.
The theoretical consensus for enhanced transmission is that it is the result of ex-
cited surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) which couple on either side of the metal.
[116] However, the enhanced transmission phenomenon can be scaled to much lower
frequencies, at which metals act essentially as perfect electric conductors. Prior ex-
perimental works have observed abnormal transmission in conductive periodic aper-
tures, known as frequency-selective surfaces, in the microwave and infrared ranges.
[127, 128, 129]However, at the time these studies were not directly linked to EOT
since there was no known SPP coupling mechanism. Based on the theoretical frame-
work developed by Pendry [69] and Garcia-Vidal et al., [130], the SPP-like behavior
is \spoofed" by the excitation of waveguide modes in the holes, and the plasma fre-
quency is given by the cuto of the permitted lowest-order waveguide mode. [69]
Within the proposed model, we see that there is a method to further modify the dis-
persion of the surface. A surface perforated by small square holes yields a plasmon-like
dispersion curve similar to a Drude metal, but determined by the geometry of the
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waveguide. It was shown that propagating modes exist for frequencies such that
h >
2c2
l2!2
where h is the dielectric constant of materials lling the holes, l is the side
length of the hole, and c is the speed of light. By tuning h we may thus signicantly
alter the dispersion of the articial plasmon.
We demonstrate that the geometry of the hole or aperture can profoundly impact
dispersion and we use a class of structures known as complementary metamateri-
als (CMMs) - also called Babinet metamaterials. Falcone et al. [48] demonstrated
through Babinet's principle that a complementary split-ring resonator (CSRR) could
be considered to have an eective electric response. It was then noted by Liu et al.
[123] that the CSRR could be treated as an electric metamaterial, in the context of
a waveguide, and validated this by retrieval of the optical constants. [22, 23] Other
work interpreted complimentary electric ring resonators by an eective permeability
response, based on the electromagnetic duality of Maxwell's equations. [131]
6.3 Simulation
In order to elucidate the physics underlying EOT, we perform computer simula-
tions using a commercially available nite dierence time domain solver for three
dierent aperture structures. All geometries were substrate-free and the conductive
portions were modeled as gold using the Drude model with a complex frequency de-
pendent conductivity, a plasma frequency !p=22175 THz, and collision frequency
!col=26.5 THz. Incident light is polarized along the x axis and the eective permit-
tivity ((!) = 1(!)+ i2(!)) is obtained by inversion of the S-parameter data, where
we use a thickness of t=200nm (see Supporting Information for simulation details). It
should be noted that the eective medium approach applied here can only oer a good
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approximation, but not an exact solution. The analysis is generally valid when the
feature size of the metamaterial is small compared to the wavelength, but produces
considerable errors when spatial dispersion is non-negligible. Fortunately in all cases
considered here, the transmission modes are outside of polarization resonances, (see
the retrieved permittivity in Fig. 1). Our approach is accurate since, at frequencies
of interest, (!) vanishes and we are in the deeply subwavelength regime.[38] In the
top, middle, and bottom panels of Fig. 6.1 we present simulated results for circular,
square, and Babinet metamaterial apertures, respectively. (Schematics of each aper-
ture are also shown in the insets.) For the purposes of this study we have made both
the area of the aperture (A=500m2) and the lattice parameter (a=45m) equal for
each unit cell. In Fig. 6.1 the extracted dielectric function (1(!) and 2(!)), the
transmission (T (!)), and so-called loss function L(!)   Im[1=(!)] are shown as
the red, blue, green (left axis), and gold curves (right axis), respectively. The circu-
lar aperture exhibits a transmission maximum (Tm) at !c=26.17 THz, the square
aperture at !s=26.06 THz, and the Babinet metamaterial at !b=21.77 THz.
As can be observed for all apertures, 1 (red curve) is negative at low frequencies and
increases as a function of frequency with a Drude-like dependence. As 1 approaches
zero (dashed black horizontal lines) the transmission increases and T=Tm near =0
for each. This dependency of T on the dielectric function is a simple consequence of
our eective medium approach and a thin-lm calculation. [132]
By comparing the transmission to the dielectric function we may associate the
transmission minimum to a Lorentz-type resonant absorption evident in  for all
apertures. We note that the peak of L(!), which represents the frequency of lon-
gitudinal optical modes for natural materials, can be seen to occur precisely at the
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same frequencies where the transmission is maximum, see dashed grey vertical lines of
each case in Fig. 6.1. Across the frequency range investigated each structure exhibits
another transmission minimum and maximum, however here we only analyze the rst
transmission maximum.
The nature of the transmission bands described above can be computationally
explored via the dispersion relations. We utilize a commercially available electro-
magnetic wave eigensolver to numerically calculate the k-vector perpendicular (k?)
and parallel (kk) to the aperture surface for each geometry as shown in the left and
right panels of Fig. 6.2 (a). For propagation along the k? direction, all branches
are optical-like modes and two occur near 6.7 and 7.3THz for all cases investigated.
Distinct from circular and square apertures, the Babinet metamaterial realizes an
additional mode occurring at a frequency near 1.8 THz. The right panels of Fig.
6.2 (a) show the kk dispersion and we nd an acoustic-like branch for all apertures
beginning from zero frequency. The group velocity of this mode is approximately
equal to that of the free space light line - as determined by the slope (not shown). As
the curve approaches the Brillioun zone boundary, set by the periodicity, the group
velocity reduces drastically; a characteristic of slow-wave modes. As we continue to
higher frequencies, there is a band gap before which another linearly dispersing mode
is observed - again with a velocity close to that of the light line (reminiscent of the
band folding in periodic zone scheme). In addition to the above described common
features of all apertures studied for kk dispersion, there exists an unique propagating
mode for the metamaterial geometry - a dispersion-less feature found at 1.8 THz (red
dash curve of Fig. 6.2 (a)). This curve has a group velocity about 10-20 times slower
than the speed of light - see Fig. 6.2 (b). Notably, all optical-like modes occur near
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individual transmission maxima. For example, in the case of the Babinet metama-
terial, the red and blue curves of the Fig. 6.2 are modes associated to the three
transmission bands centered at 1.8, 6.5 and 7 THz, respectively.
Remarkably, the simulated dispersion relations presented above demonstrates that
every transmission band not only corresponds to a specic optical branch along the
k? direction, but also to a slow wave mode along kk; see the dash curves to the right
panels of Fig. 6.2 (a). These are longitudinal bulk plasma modes in the perforated
metallic lm. Our model, based on the correlation between normal and complemen-
tary structures, yields a Drude-like eective dielectric function for the aperture lms
of,
c(!)  4c
2
d2!2i
(1  !
2
0
!2
) (6.1)
where d is the lm thickness, !i and !0 are the eective plasma frequencies of the
scatterer and hole arrays, respectively. A longitudinal mode exists in the lm for
c(!) = 0, which from Eq. 6.1 yields ! = !0, i.e. a dispersionless mode in all k-space
directions. Our model permits an estimation of the transmission maxima and eective
plasma frequency of the aperture lm by analytically solving for the central resonant
frequency !0 of the original metamaterial (the scatterer) { easily calculable based
on the metamaterial geometry. [100, 97] As proof of principle, we can approximate
the spectral location of the transmission maximum of the Babinet metamaterials by
using the geometry (circumference) of the complementary features of the perforations.
This qualitatively explains all of the main features observed, including !0  !p, and
the much lower !0 for the Babinet metamaterial structure as compared with that for
simple shapes (e.g. circle and square). For more details see Supporting information.
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Figure 6.2: (a) Simulated dispersion curves for two dierent k directions of the pe-
riodic apertures studied here. Each optical branch in k? (solid curves
in the left panels) can be linked with the transmission maxima observed
in the spectra of the individual apertures (blue curves of Fig. 1). Solid
grey curves (right panels) are acoustic modes that disperse similarly to
the free space light line for low frequencies. Dash curves (right panels)
are SPP-like modes. Metamaterial apertures realize an additional trans-
mission channel (red curves) at much lower frequencies. (b) A zoomed-in
view of the lowest mode for the metamaterial aperture.
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Our results on conventional apertures are consistent with prior work [133], and in-
dicate that the transmission mode of the circle and square geometries occurs close to
the diractive order of the structure, known as Wood's anomaly [133]. As mentioned
previously, the low frequency metamaterial aperture mode occurs at frequencies far
below the rst diractive order which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been
observed elsewhere. This low frequency plasmon occurs in the rst Brillouin zone
and is not related to band-folding (Umklapp). Other work on conventional EOT has
demonstrated that geometric tuning, i.e. changing the aspect ratio of rectangular
[134] or circular holes [135, 136, 137, 138], can eectively red-shift the transmission
peak which leads to various degrees of hybridization between the in-plane vertical
and horizontal SPP modes. However, the shift in frequency is small and the spectral
location of T (!) is not distinct from the Bloch mode. In the case of the Babinet
metamaterial aperture the low frequency transmission band cannot be explained by
the same coupling mechanism. Our results indicate that a new class of modes (bulk
plasmons associated with vanishing of the eective dielectric function of the perfo-
rated metallic lm), controlled by the geometry of the Babinet metamaterial, remains
unexplored. In Table I we summarize the dierent types of EOT structures and spec-
ify the frequency and wavevector regimes they operate in. Type I is the conventional
EOT observed in small metallic holes occurring at frequencies close to !p. Type II
are hole arrays where the hole diameter and lattice parameter are all of order of the
resonant wavelength (0). Type III are more complex shaped \hole" arrays, where
a 0. Case I is restricted to the near infrared and optical range of the electromag-
netic spectrum, since plasma frequencies for metals typically occur in the optical and
ultraviolet. However both Case II and III are engineered EOT structures and thus do
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not suer the limitations of Case I. However, Case III yields the highest transmission
eciencies and is more sub-wavelength than Case II structures.
Type periodicity !0 0 k-vector SPP-like
I no  !p { { Normal
II a  !a  a  2a Spoof
III a  !a  a < 2a Geom.
Table 6.1: Comparison of various types of EOT responses, where !0 and 0 = 2c=!0
are the central frequency and wavelength of EOT, c is the speed of light,
a is the lattice constant of the hole array, !a = 2c=a is the frequency
related to the periodicity, and Geom. is short for geometric.
6.4 Experimental Characterization
Experiments were performed to verify this unique predicted property of Babinet meta-
materials. The circle, square, and metamaterial samples were fabricated with the
same dimensions as simulated, see the insets of Fig. 6.3. Although it is not feasible
to fabricate substrate free large area thin metallic lms, it is straight forward to pro-
duce free standing optically-thin polymer substrates [50] which can support apertures
studied here, (see Supporting Information for fabrication and experimental procedure
details). Experimental results for the circle, square, and metamaterial apertures are
shown in Fig. 6.3 (a), (b), and (c), respectively. The maximum of each transmission
band is lower than that predicted by simulation and all resonances are redshifted by
approximately 25%, (see Fig. 6.1 and 6.3). Regardless of these deviations, (both due
to the polyamide substrate), all general spectral features are preserved. Specically
a transmission band at 1.3THz is found for the Babinet metamaterial aperture which
is not observed for the other two apertures, which have their rst transmission peaks
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near 5THz.
All apertures were simulated with an additional 4m-thick polyimide supporting
substrate (r = 2.88 + i0.23). In Fig. 6.3 (a) we plot the simulated T (!) as the solid
black (circle), blue (square), and red (metamaterial) curves. We nd good agreement
between simulation and experiment and perform extraction to obtain the eective
permittivity 1(!) and loss function of all apertures L(!) { see Fig. 6.3 (d) and (e).
6.5 Discussion
We now turn toward discussion of the apertures as eective dielectric media. One
approach for calculating (!) is to correlate the electromagnetic response with its com-
plementary element through Babinet's principle [139, 34, 140], which describes scat-
tering of the pair (aperture and scatterer) based on electromagnetic duality. [75, 131]
Although these symmetry requirements provide no obstacle for describing the aper-
ture in terms of eective electric dipole radiation, they lose validity when interpreted
as eective magnetic media [131] { see Supporting Information for details. This can
be easily shown as any in-plane magnetic eld B cannot aect the electron's motion
in a strictly 2D connement. Thus, at normal incidence this allows for a complete
eective medium description of the scattering, as shown by retrieval of the eective
permittivity Fig. 6.1.
6.6 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have analyzed the transmissive properties of Babinet metamaterials
through an eective medium description and demonstrated unambiguously that the
EOT eect is a result of light coupling with SPP-like and bulk plasmon modes. A
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Figure 6.3: Transmission of (a) circle, (b) square, and (c) metamaterial apertures;
symbols are the experimental data, and solid curves are simulated data.
The insets are microscope images of the fabricated samples with a lattice
constant a = 45m. (d) Real part of dielectric function 1(!) and (e) loss
function L(!) of the MM structures.
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non-dispersive feature along both k? and kjj directions veries that bulk and surface
plasma frequencies are identical at the zone center, i.e. !spp = !p { in stark con-
trast to a normal metallic lm where !spp = !p=
p
2. We further computationally and
experimentally investigated a novel transmission band which exists only for Babinet
metamaterials that is not related to Wood's anomaly. This sub-wavelength transmis-
sion mode is a geometrical eect and allows Babinet metamaterials to achieve higher
transmission eciency than conventional EOT apertures. It was demonstrated that
Babinet metamaterials must be interpreted as eective electric media at normal in-
cidence. Analytical methods applied to metamaterials used to calculate the eective
scattering properties may now be applied to EOT apertures - specically to calculate
transmission bands. Analytical methods applied to metamaterials used to calculate
the eective scattering properties may now be applied to EOT apertures [100, 97]-
specically to calculate transmission bands. Metamaterials demonstrated here pro-
vide an additional parameter for designing more ecient aperture structures based
on the EOT eect which may be useful for lters, polarizers and surfaces for sensing
applications.
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Chapter 7
Summary and Conclusions
Metamaterial's ability of tailoring electromagnetic waves making them great candi-
dates for novel device applications. In this dissertation, we further demonstrate such
advantages of MMs can also apply to the plasmonic devices. On the other hand,
MMs system might support surface electromagnetic energy in an undesired way that
interferes with the original process. This is because most of MMs utilize resonant re-
sponses leading that the value of the eective optical constants can change suddenly
from positive to negative by the operation frequency - conditions of generation of sur-
face waves might be satised. It is, thus, important to understand their contribution
even at the frequency lower than the plasma frequency of the metal. Two followup
works are briey introduced, where we take advantages of the surface wave channel
to further optimize the metamaterial performance.
7.1 Ring Metamaterial Perfect Absorbers
In chapter 5, we revisited a scenario where the canonical MM design absorbs more
transverse-magnetic (TM) polarized light in a wide angle than the transverse-electric
(TE). The origin is due to generation of SPP waves only occur for the TM case based
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on our theoretically and experimentally investigation. Based on the same concept, if
one can generate surface plasmons for the other polarization, angular absorbance for
TM cases is expected to increase. It is well known that TE-polarized light can interact
with two-dimensional split ring resonator arrays and generate so-called \magnetic"
plasmons [141]. To test the idea, we use a standard tri-layer metal-dielectric-metal
design. First layer is a ring shape resonator, next is a dielectric spacer, and the
last is followed by a continue metallic ground plane. The thickness of the dielectric
spacing is optimized such that the absorption for the normal Incident light is almost
100%. A preliminary simulated results indicate that the absorption of TE polarized
light are increased noticeably (black curves in the bottom panel of Fig. 7.2)when
compared to that of the cross MMA (grey curves). However, the absorption for TM
polarization seems to be suppressed, as can be seen in the top panel of Fig. 7.2.
Further investigation is required to understand this interesting phenomenon.
7.2 Angular Insensitive Transmission Mode in Complementary Metama-
terial Apertures
In Chapter 6, we investigated complementary metamaterial structures using eective
medium approach and obtain several new insights [142]. Firstly, the spectral responses
of the CMMs are in full analogy to the extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) as
the abnormally huge transmission of these `tiny' holes always occurs at the eective
plasma frequency [142]. Secondly, numerical dispersion investigation suggests that
the hole media hold an identical eective bulk and surface plasmon frequency. To
understand these distinct properties, we propose a full eective medium description of
the hole media by treating the resonant charge carriers as electron holes rather than
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Figure 7.1: Absorption as a function of incident angle for both transverse magnetic
(TM) and transverse electric (TE) polarization of the ring and cross meta-
material absorbers. The inset shows the schematic drawing of a ring shape
resonator.
electrons of the regular MMs. This ad hoc approach will be conrmed analytically,
and compared with the numerical homogenization process.
Let us briey summarize properties of the Babinet metamaterial apertures in
Chapter 6. Complementary electric split ring resonators (CERRs) were studied us-
ing three dimensional electromagnetic wave simulators. A schematic drawing of the
CERR is shown in Fig. 7.3 (a). The thickness of the metal is 200nm, and all other
geometric parameters are: b = 6m, c = 30m, g = 2m, and w = 4m. The lattice
constant (a) of the structure is 45 m. Simulated spectrum of the CERR is shown in
Fig. 7.3 (b). Similar to the conventional EOT responses, we observe a transmission
maximum occurring by Wood's anomaly,   a, at 6.7 THz, whereas the fundamental
mode appears at a much lower frequency of 1.8 THz [133]. The simulated dispersion
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relations along k? and kjj indicate that each transmission band corresponds to a dis-
perseless mode in either direction (solid curves along k? and dashed curves along kjj)
- dispersing like bulk and surface plasmons, respectively. For the cases when both
k? and kjj go to zero, these two branches coincide with each other at the same fre-
quency, an implication of the degeneracy in their bulk and surface plasmon modes,
see Chapter 6 for details.
Given that the resonant mechanism is similar for both metamaterials (MMs) and
their Babinet compliments - the same charge carriers, i.e. electrons, and the same
driving force, i.e. Lorentz force, we argue that the dielectric function of Babinet
structures should have an identical generic form as those of regular MMs. Based on
the theoretical framework of Pendry et al. [10], MMs can be described as a Lorentzian
model as
(!) = 1 +
!2pF
!20   !2   i!
(7.1)
where 1 is a constant associated with dielectric properties at high frequencies, !0
is the center frequency of the resonance,  is the loss factor, and !pF is the eective
plasma frequency. !pF can be expressed explicitly as
p
Fne2=0m =
p
F!p - a
similar analytical form as the plasma frequency of the metals, !p, but with additional
dependence on the lling fraction of metals, F , (where n is the eective electron
density, e is electron charge, andm is the eective electron mass). Because a Babinet
metamaterial is the `negative' of the conventional design, the lling fraction of metal
is 1  F instead. c(!) of Babinet metamaterials can then be rewritten as
c(!) = 1 +
!2p
!20   !2   i!
  !
2
pF
!20   !2   i!
(7.2)
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where we introduce the subscript c to denote the properties of the complementary
structures. As can be seen, the second term in Eq. 7.2 contains no lling fraction of F
in the numerator and seems to account for the response of the continuous metal. If this
is indeed the case, the remaining term has to compensate the change in the charge
polarity to keep the open area neutral. Analogous to electron-hole pairs in Solid
State Physics, we can consider the open areas are `hole' carriers possessing positive
charges, termed as \meta-holes". By this postulate, the middle and rightmost terms
describe dielectric responses for two types of charge carriers, and hence the central
resonance/the loss factor is dierent from each other. The restoring force of an
unstructured metal is zero, and thus !0 of the middle term is taken to be zero. A
diagrammatic expression to illustrate this transformation is shown in Fig. 7.4 (a). We
then model the eective mass of the meta-holes as a negative quantity and substitute
m with  m into the rightmost term of Eq. 7.2. Remarkably, after applying all
aforementioned conditions, the dielectric function of CMMs resembles a combination
of Drude and Lorentzian terms as it can always be expressed as
c(!) = L(!) + D(!) (7.3)
This ad hoc formula is supported by the following direct derivation. Based on
Babinet's principle, a scatterer and its Babinet compliment hold a complementary
spectral response, i.e. T + Tc = 1 [34]. When the thickness of a dielectric thin lm,
d, is known [132], its transmittance is only a function of the permittivity, (!). The
complementary transmission relation directly bridges the dielectric functions of the
Babinet pair [121, 122].
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[(!)  1][c(!)  1] =  

2c
!d
2
: (7.4)
Note, the negative sign is chosen to satisfy causality since all composites are passive.
Given that normal MMs are Lorentzian oscillators, c(!) can be obtained analytically
by substituting Eq. 7.1 into Eq. 7.4. We get
c(!) = 1 
!2pc1
!2
+
!2pc2
!20c   !2
(7.5)
where
!2pc1 =
!20!
2
d
!20(1   1)  !2p
!2pc2 =
!2d
1   1f1 
(1   1)!20
(1   1)!20 + !2p
g
!20c = !
2
0 +
!2p
1   1
Identical to our ad hoc model, Eq. 7.5 shows that the Babinet complementary
structures contain, in addition to the Lorentzian term (3rd term), also the Drude
component (2nd term). The presence of the Drude term reects simply the metallic
nature of the complementary structure and all analysis concurs with our previous
assumption.
We compare the result with the eective optical parameters retrieved from the
scattering properties of the Babinet MMs [23]. Although the retrieval method fails
quickly when   a [38], it is applicable for the CMM case when operated in the
deeply subwavelength limit. The resultant curves are shown in Fig. 7.3 (b). We
found a Lorentzian-like lineshape at the frequency of 2.64 THz, albeit the extracted
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dielectric function does not have a constant background as those of regular Lorentzian
oscillators. We t the data with the Drude-Lorentzian model using the following
parameters: !pc1 = 2  59:61 (THz), !pc2 = 2  63:56 (THz), 1 = 2  0:022
(THz), and 2 = 20:070 (THz), and found excellent agreement, see dashed curves
of Fig. 7.3 (b).
Having veried the eectiveness of the Drude-Lorentzian t, we employ our model
to analyze how CMMs disperse along the kjj and k? direction. By summing up the
last two terms in Eq. 7.5, c(!) can be simplied as
c(!) = 1 +
4c2
d2!2p

1  !
2
0
!2

 4c
2
d2!2p

1  !
2
0
!2

(7.6)
Since the structure lm is operated in the subwavelength region d2!2p  1. Eq.
7.6 represents a net Drude response at lower frequencies, and the transparency is me-
diated by longitudinal bulk plasmons at !b = !0. This is evident as the transmission
maximum (denoted by red dashed curves) peaks at the zero of dielectric function, see
Fig. 7.3 (b). On the other hand, the eective dielectric function given by Eq. 7.6
can support a surface plasmon. By assuming there is negligible interaction between
either side of MM surface, a SPP dispersion can be described by [2],
kjj =
!
c
r
c
c + 1
: (7.7)
In the limit of kjj !1, we nd,
!sp ! !0 = !b: (7.8)
Remarkably, our eective medium approach supports the requirement that these
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Figure 7.4: Measured transmittance at 0o, 45o, and 75 o for (a) the metamaterial and
(b) the circle apertures. The insets are the fabricated metamaterial and
circle aperture samples.
Babinet lms would have degenerate eective bulk and surface plasmons in the long
wavelength limit. This feature is not available to the majority of FSSs.
We proceed to measure the angular behavior of these perforated lms to examine
the interplay between surface and bulk plasmonic waves [115]. Two presumptions for
these aperture media have to be satised as our approach essentially rests on Babinet's
principle - they must be thin and highly conductive [34, 140]. Because at terahertz
metals are essentially perfect conductors, it leaves one challenge to overcome. A
500nm-thick Si3N4 free-standing membrane, ( 0=1000), was then used to support
the patterned structure to reduce the substrate eect. Additionally, periodic circle
apertures with the same a are fabricated for reference. The frequency dependent
transmittance for transverse magnetic polarized light was characterized at a sequence
of incident angles from 0 up to 75 degrees using a commercially available Fourier
transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR). Three representative transmission spectra
measured at 0, 45 and 75 degrees for the CMM and circle geometries are shown in Fig.
7.4 (a) and (c), respectively. We rst discuss the spectral responses of the CMMs.
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Since we are interested in the fundamental resonance, the data is only presented
from 0.5 to 1.3 THz. For normal incidence, a transmission maximum at 0.97 THz
is observed with a value of 60%. At 45 degrees, T (!) peaks at the same position as
the previous case, but both the amplitude and the transmission bandwidth increase
noticeably. At the widest angle of 75 degrees, the peak position shifts slightly to
0.955 THz, while the amplitude and the bandwidth continue to grow. In contrast,
the transmission spectra of the circle apertures reveal a strong angular dependence.
At the normal angle, T (!) peaks at 3.8 THz with a transmittance of 95%. At 45 and
75 degrees, the primary resonance redshifts to 2.5 and 2.2 THz, respectively, but the
amplitude varies non-monotonically. The tendency of the angular spectral behaviors is
more evident as we plot the transmittance as a function of both frequency and incident
angle for both congurations, as shown Fig. 7.5 (a) and (c). Figure 7.5 (b) and (d)
display a computational investigation for validating these experimental observations.
We see good agreement between both cases besides a few inconsistencies. The errors
are attributed to the fabrication tolerance and uncertainty in modeling the dielectric
properties of Si3N4 lm that leads to the mismatch in the peak position and the
amplitude.
Our investigation conrms that the transmittance of the metamaterial apertures
are angle-insensitive evidencing that the metamaterial aperture media have identical
!b and !sp. Their peak position redshifts about 1% in comparison with 30% for the
circle apertures between two extreme angle incidence - 0o and 75o. It is worth men-
tioning that the bulk and surface plasmon polaritons not necessitate to have the same
propagation loss leading that the bandwidth and the amplitude become susceptible to
the change of the incident angle. Considering these optically thin aperture media are
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two-dimensional, only the SPPs are allowed to travel, and thus to dissipate energy. As
the radiative loss dominates in EOT responses, the more light coupled onto the SPP
mode, the higher the transmission and the wider the bandwidth are. Our interpreta-
tion qualitatively describes all experimental observations, although it requires further
investigation regarding the loss mechanism of these designs. Nonetheless, we present
the rst angle-insensitive THz ltering device made by single layer metamaterials. As
optical functional elements are largely lacking in this range, our results pave a new
way for designing compact bandpass lters that possess an angular insensitivity. Of
course, as the spectral responses of metamaterials are scalable, our conguration can
be easily extended to other regimes of the electromagnetic spectrum.
To conclude, we propose resonant charge carriers of complementary metamaterial
structures are meta-holes. Their dielectric properties can be described by a com-
bination of Drude and Lorentzian models without applying electromagnetic duality
that often leads to nonphysical interpretation. Further, our model arms that these
subwavelength structured holes have identical eective bulk and surface plasmon fre-
quencies and feature an angular insensitive transmission. The results are consistent
with our experimental and computational investigation.
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